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CALL  800-4A-FAGOR

CNC SYSTEMS -  SERVO DRIVES & MOTORS -  FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

GET
MORE
FROM YOUR

CNC

3D Graphics

Easy Conversational 
Programming

Free CNC Simulator & 
Online Video Tutorials

Remote CNC Support

Dynamic Machining Control 
(AI Machine Learning Option)

Retrofit/Manual 
Conversion Options

Fagor CNC 8060
Easy to learn,  easy to master.  The Fagor 8060 control  offers 
the same breakthrough technologies as the powerful  28 
axes Fagor 8065,  only ref ined and optimized for  3 to 6 axes 
machines.  This control ler  is  bui l t  with a ful ly  customizable 
Human-Machine Interface for  Mil l ing,  Turning,  Laser-Cutt ing, 
and any general -purpose machine appl icat ion.  
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It is Easy to Make My 
Day 

Right before I started working on this issue I spent three days at the Long 
Beach Convention Center as an exhibitor at WESTEC. It felt so good to talk 
to people in the industry again. I saw many people that I had not seen in a 
few years and it was wonderful. The show itself was OK. Nothing more, 
nothing less. I am glad I had a booth there and most exhibitors I talked to 
felt the same way too. I did have a few companies ask for ad information 
and that made my day.

It made my day to hear 4 or 5 attendees thanking me for sending them 
the magazine. One gentlemen said he has received it for over 30 years and 
loved the articles and even like the ads too. He also mentioned that over the 
years he has bought 4 machines from ads in the magazine. That made my day.

I also had someone in an exhibitors booth tell me he got into the industry 
via an ad from George Schortz. George is mostly retired now but was well 
known for job placement for many years. This application engineer for a 
large well known distributor said he was working at a shop doing program-
ming and his shop was about to close down and contacted George from his 
ad in CNC WEST. George told him that he did not have any programming 
jobs for a shop but did have something similar for a machine tool distributor. 
An interview was done and 20 years later he is still an engineer. While it is 
with a different dealer he said life is great and he has that ad in CNC WEST 
to thank for it. That really made my day.

Our cover story was provided to us by Verisurf. We normally don’t do that 
with the cover story as that is usually a Sean Buur story but it was so well 
written and the photo on the cover was so good, Sean Buur did not mind at all 
giving up his top billing. In fact he suggested it. A story that Sean did write 
was on Garner Products in the Sacramento area. The company does some 
unusual and interesting work and I think their story is one worth checking out. 

Sean also went to Westec and talked with a few of the Quality/Metrology 
companies there since this is our theme this issue. He shares some of the 
things he found out from these leaders of industry in his article. 

This issue marks the return of a Tim Paul column. Tim would like to 
write even more but it takes a lot of work and time which is what he already 
does in his day job at Autodesk. He normally sends me two pages but felt 
so strongly about the topic of his article he asked if he could send four. I 
am glad I said OK as Tim really hits the nail on the head about Machining 
Education. Read it and then re-read it. I am sure you will enjoy it. It made 
my day when I did. 

I would like to take this time to thank all of our loyal readers and advertis-
ers and wish you all a Merry Christmas (or what ever it is that you celebrate) 
and a Happy Happy New Year. It would make my day if you did.

Sincerely,

Shawn Arnold
Shawn Arnold 
Publisher
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Dec 21/January 2022
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KH-4100kai
High-Performance
Horizontal Machining 
Center with  
Rotary B-Axis

The KH-4100kai is designed as slim 
as possible, just 60.2” wide and can 
accommodate a large workpiece 
up to 21.7 diameter by 33.5” high 
and 1,100lbs.  In spite of the compact 
design, the KH-4100kai is equipped 
with full specs for a variety of 
workpieces and factory automation 
equipment. The KH-4100kai is 
equipped with a wide center trough in 
the machining area and a strong bed 
coolant wash. The machine is one of 
the fastest in its class at 3,150ipm and 
1g acceleration.
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CNC Solutions
cncsolutions.biz
408-586-8236
sales@cncsolutions.biz
Territory: Northern CA, NV

Machinery Sales Co., LLC
MASCOSoCal.com
800-588-8111
mail@MASCOsocal.com
Territory: Southern CA

Hogue Precision Machinery
Hogueprecision.com
209-892-5649
info@hogueprecision.com
Territory: OR, WA

Put Kitamura on your fl oor today. 
kitamura-machinery.com
847.520.7755 USA

BUILT FROM THE INSIDE OUT
FOR SPEED, RELIABILITY & VALUE
Every detail, every design decision in every Kitamura is dedicated to one goal –
building machines that transform your operations. Machines that exceed 
expectations, increase productivity and help you simplify the way you run 
your parts. Our commitment to quality is your assurance for long lasting 
performance. That commitment includes:

High Speed/High Torque 
4-Step Gear Driven Spindles
Energy effi  cient, dual contact gear 
driven spindles (up to 20,000rpm) 
deliver strong low-end torque plus 
high-end fine finish capability in 
one machine.

Craftsmanship Abounds
Hand scraping and hand fi tting of 
components allow for true geometric 
accuracy and long machine tool life. 
Guaranteed accuracies of ±0.002mm 
(±0.000079”)/Full Stroke.

In-House Induction Hardened 
Solid Box Ways
Superior stability and vibration 
absorption mean optimum accuracy, 
heavier cutting ability, better surface 
fi nishes and longer tool life. World’s 
fastest rapids (2,362ipm) dramatically 
reduce cycle times.

Pioneering Icon 
CNC Operation
Arumatik-Mi shortens cycle times 
with up to 8,192 block look-ahead 
processing speeds. Interactive 
touchscreen display technology 
maximizes operator convenience, 
allowing for easier programming, 
part setup and operation.

High-Speed B-Axis 
with Rotary Scale
Integral drive motor design offers 
dramatically faster indexing time 
reducing out-of-cut time and 
increasing the amount of material 
removed in milling applications.

King Machine, Inc.
kingmach.com
800-733-0327
sales@kingmach.com
Territory:  ID, MT
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App Store Play Store

www.iscarmetals.com
WORLD

Unique Twisted High Positive  
4 Cutting Edged Insert. A Range of  
Tools from 12 mm Endmills up to 
125 mm Facemills. This New Line of 
Tools Enables Machining at Very High 
Feeds for High Productivity.

High Feed Milling

Size 04 mm
Dia. Range: 12 - 32 mm 

for Endmills 

Size 08 mm
Dia. Range: 50 - 125 mm 

for Facemills 
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Continued on page 66..

Fresno Manufacturer Plans to 
Create 209 New Jobs

A Fresno company plans to create 209 new 
jobs in the next five years thanks to a $2.5 
million tax credit from the state.

Infinity Energy, Inc. secured the award from 
the Governor’s Office of Business and Economic 
Development (GO-Biz) as part of its California 
Competes program to keep jobs in the Golden 
State. The Rocklin-based company manufactures 
electric vehicle charging stations.

Infinity Energy currently employs 361 people 
but has plans to invest upwards of $11 million 
as part of an expansion that will increase its 
workforce to 570 by 2025. Some 75% of the net 
increase in full-time employees will work at 
least 75% of the time in Fresno, according to 
the tax credit agreement.

Altogether, GO-Biz recently announced $150 
million in tax credits that are projected to 
create more than 7,600 new, full-time jobs in 
California. The funding will bring more than 
$1.2 billion in new investments across the 
state over the next five years, according to 
a news release.

Alliance to Support Aircraft De-
pot Work

The U.S. Navy awarded Aircraft Readiness 
Alliance LLC, a small business from Anchor-
age, Alaska, a $57.5 million modification to 
a previously awarded cost-plus-fixed-fee con-
tract. Some 75% of the work will be performed 
in Coronado, CA. in support of the aircraft 
depot at Naval Air Station North Island.

This modification exercises an option to 
provide depot-level maintenance services for 
aircraft, aircraft engines and associated sys-
tems, equipment, components and materials in-
volving rework of existing aviation end items, 
systems and components and the manufacture of 
items and component parts that are otherwise 
not available. These services also include 
modernization, conversion, in-service repair, 
disassembly and other associated services.  

Work will be performed in San Diego (75%); 
Lemoore (11%); Camp Pendleton (5%); Miramar 
(3.5%); Whidbey Island, Washington (2.5%); 
Cannon, New Mexico (2%) and Kaneohe Bay, Ha-
waii (1%), and is expected to be completed in 
October 2022. 

Rocket Lab Surpasses Revenue 
Expectations Amid Successful 
Rocket Launch 

 Aerospace company Rocket Lab USA Inc. sur-
passed third-quarter revenue expectations and 
announced it has entered into an agreement to 
acquire Planetary Systems Corp. in a cash and 
stock deal.

 The Long Beach-based firm released the re-
port Nov. 15 and said it saw revenue of $5.3 
million, up from projections between $4 mil-
lion and $5 million. The strong performance 
was largely due to its space systems unit, 
which grew 360% from the same quarter in 2020 
and represented 27% of total revenue for the 
first nine months of 2021.

 
 

Autonomous Delivery Vehicle 
Company Udelv Secures Award

  Udelv, a Silicon Valley venture-backed 
company, announced in November that they have 
been selected by the United States Air Force 
(USAF) AFWERX program for a Phase II Small 
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contract 
to improve flight line readiness by enhanc-
ing the delivery turnaround time of critical 
equipment to and from maintenance tool rooms 
and back shop areas. By providing an autono-
mous delivery solution, Udelv will reduce the 
delivery turnaround time of critical equip-
ment and tools to and from maintenance tool 
rooms and other back shop areas that support 
aircraft maintenance to increase flight line 
readiness.

A pioneer in fully autonomous delivery 
technology, Udelv produces middle- and last-
mile electric cab-less autonomous delivery 
vehicles for multi-stop delivery runs, called 
Transporters. The first fully electric cab-less 
autonomous vehicle for multi-stop delivery 
feature Udelv’s patented cargo robotics com-
prised of a suite of hardware and software for 
intelligent loading and unloading, state-of-
the-art telematics and fleet management, and 
are “driven” by Intel’s Mobileye autonomous 
driving sensors and computers. Udelv will pro-
duce more than 50,000 Mobileye-driven Trans-
porters by 2028, with commercial operations 
beginning in 2023.



NYMAN MACHINERY,LLC
 and WEST COAST CNC

YOUR ALL            TEAM IN 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN NEVADA AND 

NORTHERN MEXICO

NYMAN Machinery, L.L.C.
17216 Saticoy St #403, Van Nuys, CA 91406

Phone: (818) 688-1401
email: tmcjeffnyman@aol.com
www.nymanmachineryllc.com

WEST COAST CNC, Inc.
9745 Independence Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311

Phone: 626-357-8000
Email: chris@wcoastcnc.com

www.westcoast-cnc.com  

Star CNC Machine Tool,  
22609 La Palma Avenue, Suite 204, Yorba Linda, CA 92887 - (714) 694-1255 - www.Starcnc.com
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Built for your 3-Axis 

Proudly made in the USA

858.505.0432 

workholding@5thaxis.com

www.5thaxis.com

Double Down
On Your  WORKHOLDING

BY

Save Time Make Money+



BEFORE

the mirror

the rotor

the blisk

there was

MITSUI SEIKI

get to know us BEFORE

563 Commerce Street
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Tel: (201) 337-1300
Fax: (201) 337-3680
www. mitsuiseiki.com

Scan to learn more about each and all of our features

before the part, there was the idea, the concept — the need for a 
special, probably critical, component in a new or existing prod-
uct. We operate best for our customers when we are brought in at 
this early stage, conferring on design for manufacturability, spec-
ing out just the right features on a precision machine tool before 
we build it. If high quality, ultra-accurate, solution-driven machin-
ing is required, we deliver. We are your people, the best team to 
talk to when it comes to parts that don’t exist yet, or those that 
need to be improved upon. If it’s the right fit, we’ll both know 
early on. Please reach out to us today. In short…

MS2021BeforeAdCNCWest.indd   1 5/3/21   1:56 PM
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Peace of Mind
Just another one of Fadal’s standard features

Our industry-leading 2-YEAR WARRANTY and service response means you’ll never have to find out just how 
expensive downtime can be. With the most standard features available in our class, Fadal is the smart choice
for your production growth both today and well into the future.

Fadal 64MP Control 
• 2500 BPS processing speed
• High speed software
• Coordinate rotation and scaling
• Custom macros
• Spare M functions
• Ethernet port plus two USB ports
• 2nd home position
• Color 15" monitor

Fadal Standard “Value Added” Features
• 10,000 RPM liquid cooled spindle
• Dual belt high / low drive system
• Best in class 220 lbs/ft spindle torque
• Dual supported & pretensioned ballscrews
• Auto lubricated ballscrew & bearings
• Monitored lubrication system
• Three stage chip separation
• Coolant nozzle & air gun

ALL BACKED BY OUR INDUSTRY-LEADING 2-YEAR WARRANTY

fadal.com
(844-323-2526)

844-FADAL-CNC

For quality, service and value you can count on, choose Fadal. Learn more at fadal.com or, better yet, call us
at 844-FADAL-CNC (844-323-2526) and one of our helpful experts will answer your questions so you can make 
the best choice for your business.

210430_Fadal_ad_10-875x13-875.indd   1 4/30/2021   10:12:29 AM
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We carry CNC Control:
Fagor, Fanuc, and Acu-RiteNJ Office: William or Chris 732-752-9100, acer_klim@yahoo.com

CA Office: Susan or David 714-871-5558, info@aceronline.net

- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 14” x 54”
- Auto Tool Change

ATC-1454
- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 14” x 54”

ATM-1454+
- Spindle 5HP
- Table Size 14” x 54”

ATM-1454

- Spindle 7.5HP
- Table Size 10” x 54”
- Auto Tool Change

ATC-1054
- Spindle 7.5HP
-Table Size 10” x 54”

ATM-1054+
- Spindle 5HP
- Table Size 10” x 54”

ATM-1054

- Spindle 5HP
- Table Size 10” x 50” or 54”
- (6VK model available 12” x 59”)

E-mill 5VK
- Spindle 3HP
- Table Size 10” x 50”
or 54”

E-mill 3VKH
- Spindle 3HP
- Table Size 10” x 50”

E-mill 3VK
- Spindle 3HP
-Table Size 9” x 49”

E-mill 3VS II

Manufacturer of vertical turret and bed-type mills

Milling Machines
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Visit our website to download our  
catalogs for all of our product lines! 
www.lyndexnikken.com/Online-Catalogs

LIVE & STATIC TOOLS

•   We offer both Live and Static Tools 
for a multitude of machines.

•   Dual radial and thrust bearing 
design for added rigidity. 

•   Live and Static tools offered  
in coolant through, adjustable,  
and multi-output.

TURN YOUR LATHE INTO A MILLING MACHINE!

PRESETTERS

•    Precision ground granite is  
used for the base and column. 
This provides the utmost  
thermal stability for high 
repeatability and reproducibility 
during tool measuring and 
inspecting applications.

•    Interchangeable spindles 
eliminate the need for  
adapters which can introduce 
additional errors.

•    All units come with fifty of the 
most common post processors 
for today’s CNC controls.

THERMAL STABILITY COUPLED WITH HIGH PRECISION!

•    Fastest shrinking time  
ranging from 2-7 seconds.

•    Widest range available for  
a desktop unit 2-40mm  
(0.078” to 1.575”).

•    Can shrink most Cutting Tool  
materials from high speed steel  
to solid carbide.

•    Special Shrink Fit machine and  
tool holder packages available.

SHRINK FIT SYSTEMS

THE INDUSTRY’S HIGHEST QUALITY SHRINK FIT LINE!

847.367.4800  |  sales@lyndexnikken.com  |  www.lyndexnikken.com Connect With Us!

THE TOOLS TO MEET YOUR 
MANUFACTURING NEEDS!
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Blue Laser Technology: Renishaw 
Expands Range and Improves 

Repeatability of On-Machine Tool
 

Building on the success of the original NC4+ Blue, 
the latest evolution of the non-contact tool setter features 
an ultra-compact design and is now available in four siz-
es, with operating gaps ranging from 55 mm to 240 mm. 
Measurement repeatability has also been improved across 
the range, now down to +/- 0.5 micron on smaller separa-
tions.
 
Improved machining accuracy

 Featuring what Renishaw says is industry-first, blue 
laser technology and improved optics, Renishaw’s NC4+ 
Blue systems deliver significant improvements in tool 
measurement accuracy, ensuring components can be ma-
chined more accurately and efficiently. 

 According to Renishaw, compared to red laser sourc-
es found in conventional non-contact tool setters, blue 
laser technology has a shorter wavelength resulting in op-
timized laser beam geometry. This enables the measure-
ment of very small tools, whilst minimizing tool-to-tool 
measurement errors – a critical consideration when ma-
chining with a wide range of cutting tools.
 
Rapid, robust and reliable measurement

 NC4+ Blue systems use Renishaw’s non-contact tool 
setting software package, which continues to evolve to 
ensure rapid, robust and reliable measurement even in 
wet conditions. Auto-optimization technology within the 
software automatically adjusts the movement of the tool 
in and out of the beam to minimize any wasted movement 
and therefore cycle time. While features such as a dual 
measurement mode, where the tool is measured as it exits 

the laser beam and an advanced tool cleaning option, help 
ensure the tool is free from debris and coolant during mea-
surement. Further enhancements to tool run-out and profile 
measurement cycles deliver increased functionality and reli-
ability to advanced users.
 
Superior optical protection

 The interior of a machining center is a hostile environ-
ment with coolant drips, swarf chips and dust commonplace. 
Coolant mist can saturate the air and quickly coat any ex-
posed optical surfaces. Whatever their optical design, laser 
tool setting systems need clean optics and an unobstructed 
beam path in order to function.

 The NC4+ Blue uses MicroHole™ and PassiveSeal™ 
optical protection technologies, enabling fast and reliable 
tool measurement, even in wet conditions. 

 MicroHole technology ensures the optics are protected 
from contamination during measurement by delivering a 
continuous stream of compressed air through a very small 
and precise laser-drilled hole in the transmitter and receiver 
heads. The PassiveSeal system provides an additional layer 
of protection, automatically shielding the optics from con-
tamination in the event of air supply failure. It uses a simple 
pneumatic installation that minimizes any need for mainte-
nance.
 
Simplified programming and reporting – 
Industry 4.0 ready

 NC4+ Blue support is now embedded into Renishaw’s 
extensive range of graphical user interfaces, including on-
machine and mobile apps such as Renishaw Set and Inspect 
and GoProbe. These consistent, easy-to-use programming 
platforms are perfect for users who are new to probing or 
have little machine code knowledge, whilst still offering op-
erational benefits to more experienced users.

 Renishaw technologies provide the data that enables in-
telligent decision-making for Industry 4.0. On-machine tool 
measurement allows manufacturers to automate and optimise 
their processes and minimise quality problems and CNC ma-
chine stoppages. With the latest version of Renishaw’s on-
machine Reporter app, users can now view historical tool 
data captured by the NC4+ Blue and stream the measure-
ments in real-time. Results can also be exported via CSV file 
or PDF report and either stored for traceability or imported 
into in-house quality analysis software.

 
 

Our all-new horizontal 5-axis pro�ler makes quick
work of your largest aluminum structural components.
The universal head spindle with HSK-A63 interface has
100 horses and spins at 30,000 r/min.

It has a 60-tool capacity, a maximum rapid feedrate of
2,362 ipm and a maximum workpiece size of 4 meters
by 1.5 meters. And to top it all o�, the pallet changer
takes your productivity to new heights.

In short: The HFP 1540 is a machine that 
will instantly place your aerospace work 
among the world’s best.

BELTS, PLEASE
FASTEN SEAT 

Our all-new horizontal 5-axis pro�ler makes quick
work of your largest aluminum structural components.
The universal head spindle with HSK-A63 interface has
100 horses and spins at 30,000 r/min.

It has a 60-tool capacity, a maximum rapid feedrate of
2,362 ipm and a maximum workpiece size of 4 meters
by 1.5 meters. And to top it all o�, the pallet changer
takes your productivity to new heights.

In short: The HFP 1540 is a machine that 
will instantly place your aerospace work 
among the world’s best.

BELTS, PLEASE
FASTEN SEAT 

www.ellisontechnologies.com    | 

If you’re on the hunt for that next 5-axis, you just
found it. The DVF 5000, 6500, 8000 and 8000T all
bring a compact footprint and massive productivity
to your shop floor. And with thermal compensation,
automation readiness and 500mm to 800mm
rotary tables, they simply don’t stop.

Visit our website or talk to your local Doosan
distributor to �nd out more about the DVF Series.
You’re about to discover what so many already
know: these machines e�ortlessly go toe-to-toe
with the best 5-axis on the planet.

SICK OF MULTIPLE
SETUPS? 
The DVF family is here to up your 5-axis game.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA   
Sales: (562) 949-8311  
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787

WASHINGTON/OREGON
Sales: (253) 872-1661 
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA   
Sales: (866) 814-7238  
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787
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It has a 60-tool capacity, a maximum rapid feedrate of
2,362 ipm and a maximum workpiece size of 4 meters
by 1.5 meters. And to top it all o�, the pallet changer
takes your productivity to new heights.

In short: The HFP 1540 is a machine that 
will instantly place your aerospace work 
among the world’s best.

BELTS, PLEASE
FASTEN SEAT 

www.ellisontechnologies.com    | 

If you’re on the hunt for that next 5-axis, you just
found it. The DVF 5000, 6500, 8000 and 8000T all
bring a compact footprint and massive productivity
to your shop floor. And with thermal compensation,
automation readiness and 500mm to 800mm
rotary tables, they simply don’t stop.

Visit our website or talk to your local Doosan
distributor to �nd out more about the DVF Series.
You’re about to discover what so many already
know: these machines e�ortlessly go toe-to-toe
with the best 5-axis on the planet.

SICK OF MULTIPLE
SETUPS? 
The DVF family is here to up your 5-axis game.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA   
Sales: (562) 949-8311  
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787

WASHINGTON/OREGON
Sales: (253) 872-1661 
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA   
Sales: (866) 814-7238  
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787
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VERISURF SOFTWARE HELPS FIVE-AXIS 
INDUSTRIES CHAMPION QUALITY

Verisurf software is built on a CAD platform and maintains digital continuity between design, manufacturing, and quality inspection.

“Our roots are in racing, and we are driven to 
win.  This breeds performance, focus, drive, 
and quality, which is what makes us the best 

in the world at what we do.”
- Erick Ellstrom, President and CEO, Five-Axis Industries

Washington state Five-Axis Industries and sister 
company Ellstrom Racing trace their roots back to 1960 
as part of the Ellstrom Manufacturing Company.  Started 
by Sven Ellstrom, Erick’s Dad, the company established a 
legacy of innovation, performance, and a winning attitude 
that is apparent today.  

Ellstrom Racing came on scene in the early ‘90s to 
dominate the highly competitive and high-risk sport of 
unlimited hydroplane racing.  These 30-foot power boats, 
weighing over 7,000 pounds, are more like airplanes than 
boats; most of the time the propeller is the only part of the 
boat that is in the water.  As with everything the Ellstrom’s 
do, they came to compete and win.  And win they did.  
Today, Ellstrom Racing is the winningest team ever in the 
unlimited hydroplane class, winning three season high-
point honors and setting single lap speed records, yet to 
be broken, at every race venue on the circuit.  Ellstrom 

Racing clocked the fastest single lap speed average ever 
recorded during a race in Nashville, topping 171 MPH, 
with straightaway speeds over 200 MPH - ON THE 
WATER!  The success of the unlimited hydroplane 
campaign can be attributed to focus, drive, innovation, 
and a commitment to excellence.  “In our minds 2nd place 
is the first loser; we are always out to win,” said Ellstrom.  

When it came to raising the bar on the status quo in 
unlimited hydroplanes, Ellstrom Racing knew they needed 
to innovate and improve the design and manufacturing of 
high-quality components that stand up to the demands 
of the sport.  So, they started Five-Axis Industries, which 
in the beginning was essentially a hobby shop capable 
specializing in 5-axis machining to make difficult to 
manufacture parts from hard metals, including titanium 
and stainless alloys.

It was not long before Five-Axis started making 
specialty performance parts for other teams and today 
they build props for most of the unlimited hydroplanes 
racing. “We cut our teeth in the high-performance 
marine industry producing hard-to-manufacture parts 
and gained a reputation as the ones that can get it done 
with no one else can. This propelled us into producing 

parts for other demanding applications, like aerospace.  
We now produce large structure parts as well as high-
performance components, including propellers, blowers, 
gas turbine engine parts, thrust cones for rockets, air 
turbine assemblies and more,” said Ellstrom.

Five-Axis Industries has grown from its albeit 
humble but high-performance beginnings to a full-size 
manufacturing facility.  “We are not always the first 
choice, but we are the best choice.  Difficult parts can be 
expensive to manufacture, and our high-performance 
mindset does not allow for cost-cutting shortcuts,” said 
Ellstrom. 

CAD/CAM/CAI
The design, build, and quality verification processes 

at Five-Axis Industries are strategically linked to provide 
a consistent digital thread throughout.  This allows the 
company to effectively comply with preferences, and 
in many instances requirements, of prime contractors 
they work with.  But more importantly, it supports the 
company’s mantra of delivering high-performance, high-
quality components. 

Designers, manufacturing engineers and machinists 
at Five-Axis Industries have been using Mastercam 
exclusively to program parts for machining since 1982, well 
before Five-Axis emerged from Ellstrom Manufacturing.  
Most of their design work, especially high-performance 
engine components, is also done using Mastercam and its 
integration with SOLIDWORKS. They are also capable 
of working with other CAD formats such as CATIA, 
Siemens NX, PTC Creo and others.

Computer Aided Inspection (CAI) is provided by 
Verisurf Software.  Being model-based and built on top 
of the Mastercam platform, Verisurf allows the team at 
Five-Axis Industries to open and work with any CAD file 
including, intelligent models with associative GD&T to 
support the development of automated inspection plans. 
The net result is efficient quality verification, regardless of 
CMM type, capable of producing first article inspections 
within minutes. The Verisurf Device Interface (VDI) lets 
operators choose from any of their portable arms or CNC 
CMMs (3-, 4-, or 5-axis) to conduct quality inspections, 
reverse engineering, tool-building, or assembly guidance 
using the Verisurf software. 

Excellence in the performance marine industry propelled Five-Axis Industries into producing parts for other demanding applications, like aerospace and spacecraft in particular.
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Verisurf software is built on a CAD platform and maintains digital continuity between design, manufacturing, and quality inspection.
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in the world at what we do.”
- Erick Ellstrom, President and CEO, Five-Axis Industries
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Today, Ellstrom Racing is the winningest team ever in the 
unlimited hydroplane class, winning three season high-
point honors and setting single lap speed records, yet to 
be broken, at every race venue on the circuit.  Ellstrom 

Racing clocked the fastest single lap speed average ever 
recorded during a race in Nashville, topping 171 MPH, 
with straightaway speeds over 200 MPH - ON THE 
WATER!  The success of the unlimited hydroplane 
campaign can be attributed to focus, drive, innovation, 
and a commitment to excellence.  “In our minds 2nd place 
is the first loser; we are always out to win,” said Ellstrom.  

When it came to raising the bar on the status quo in 
unlimited hydroplanes, Ellstrom Racing knew they needed 
to innovate and improve the design and manufacturing of 
high-quality components that stand up to the demands 
of the sport.  So, they started Five-Axis Industries, which 
in the beginning was essentially a hobby shop capable 
specializing in 5-axis machining to make difficult to 
manufacture parts from hard metals, including titanium 
and stainless alloys.

It was not long before Five-Axis started making 
specialty performance parts for other teams and today 
they build props for most of the unlimited hydroplanes 
racing. “We cut our teeth in the high-performance 
marine industry producing hard-to-manufacture parts 
and gained a reputation as the ones that can get it done 
with no one else can. This propelled us into producing 

parts for other demanding applications, like aerospace.  
We now produce large structure parts as well as high-
performance components, including propellers, blowers, 
gas turbine engine parts, thrust cones for rockets, air 
turbine assemblies and more,” said Ellstrom.

Five-Axis Industries has grown from its albeit 
humble but high-performance beginnings to a full-size 
manufacturing facility.  “We are not always the first 
choice, but we are the best choice.  Difficult parts can be 
expensive to manufacture, and our high-performance 
mindset does not allow for cost-cutting shortcuts,” said 
Ellstrom. 

CAD/CAM/CAI
The design, build, and quality verification processes 

at Five-Axis Industries are strategically linked to provide 
a consistent digital thread throughout.  This allows the 
company to effectively comply with preferences, and 
in many instances requirements, of prime contractors 
they work with.  But more importantly, it supports the 
company’s mantra of delivering high-performance, high-
quality components. 

Designers, manufacturing engineers and machinists 
at Five-Axis Industries have been using Mastercam 
exclusively to program parts for machining since 1982, well 
before Five-Axis emerged from Ellstrom Manufacturing.  
Most of their design work, especially high-performance 
engine components, is also done using Mastercam and its 
integration with SOLIDWORKS. They are also capable 
of working with other CAD formats such as CATIA, 
Siemens NX, PTC Creo and others.

Computer Aided Inspection (CAI) is provided by 
Verisurf Software.  Being model-based and built on top 
of the Mastercam platform, Verisurf allows the team at 
Five-Axis Industries to open and work with any CAD file 
including, intelligent models with associative GD&T to 
support the development of automated inspection plans. 
The net result is efficient quality verification, regardless of 
CMM type, capable of producing first article inspections 
within minutes. The Verisurf Device Interface (VDI) lets 
operators choose from any of their portable arms or CNC 
CMMs (3-, 4-, or 5-axis) to conduct quality inspections, 
reverse engineering, tool-building, or assembly guidance 
using the Verisurf software. 

Excellence in the performance marine industry propelled Five-Axis Industries into producing parts for other demanding applications, like aerospace and spacecraft in particular.
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Left - Ellstrom Racing is the winningest team ever in the unlimited hydroplane class, winning three season high-point honors and setting single lap speed records, yet 
to be broken, at every race venue on the circuit. On the water, Ellstrom Racing clocked the fastest single lap speed average ever recorded during a race in Nashville, 

topping 171 MPH, with straightaway speeds over 200 MPH. Right - Ellstrom Racing continues to out-think and out-build the competition as it adds harsh and competitive 
world of modified pro turbo UTV racing to its achievements. Sven Ellstrom, a chip off the old block, is lead driver for Ellstrom Racing UTV Team.

HIGH QA
As part of the overall Quality Management System 

(QMS), Five-Axis Industries uses a management and 
connectivity platform called High QA. The solution 
automates the entire quality process creating a seamless 
partnership and collaboration with supply chains.  
Verisurf software is integrated within the High QA 
platform through Inspection Manager. The integrated 
solution automates the measurement, inspection and 
reporting process providing real-time comparisons of 
finished parts based on submitted design authorities, 
whether received as 3D CAD models, annotated PDFs 
or 2D drawings.  Inspection Manager allows for the 
automatic ballooning of drawings and creation of bill of 
characteristics in minutes, while CAD-based Verisurf 
3D measurement and inspection software, provides 
measurement data collection and analysis.

MODEL-BASED DEFINITION (MBD)
Verisurf is dedicated to MBD and built on a CAD/

CAM platform.  This enables greater compatibility, 
workflow integration, and more complete end-to-end 
solutions customers require.  

Verisurf software serves as a common measurement 
and inspection platform across 5-Axis Industries’ 
manufacturing enterprise.  Whether for inspection, 
reverse engineering, tool-building, or assembly guidance, 
the entire design/build team is trained to use Verisurf.  This 
increases productivity, reduces bottlenecks, standardizes 
reporting, and lowers overall software and training costs 
- regardless of measurement hardware device, everyone 
uses the same software.     “Verisurf is so easy to use; we all 
picked it up quickly and now the software is indispensable 
to us.  I consider myself CMM stupid and even I can use 
it,” said Ellstrom.

5-AXIS MACHINING, 5-AXIS METROLOGY 
- PERFECT MATCH FOR EFFICIENCY AND 
PRODUCTIVITY

Five-axis is in their name so it should not be a surprise 
to know the company has been using 5-axis machining 
capabilities for more than 20-years. Machining complex 
shapes and features such as propellers and other helical 
shaped parts are easier and more accurately machined 
using 5-axis technology.  This is due to continuous 5-axis 
movement which produces better results on contoured or 
curved shapes.  5-axis machines are also easier to set up 
with fewer clamp changes, and you can typically access 
five sides of a part with a single set up. These and other 
benefits of 5-axis machining are clear and have pushed 
adoption of the technology among shops at a rate of 7% 
compounded annual growth in recent years. 

“For us, 5-axis capabilities are all about moving the 
part less and articulating the machine to move around the 
part.  We were an early adopter of 5-axis machining; finally, 
CMMs have caught up and can offer the same productivity 
gains in measurement and inspection.  5-axis workflow 
from machining through quality verification just makes 
common sense.  We realize up to 50 reductions in cycle 
time, and added flexibility, using 5-axis machining, and 
the savings are comparable when it comes to inspection 
using our 5-axis CNC,” said Ellstrom.

Verisurf software increases overall measurement and 
inspection productivity, from CMM plan creation through 
execution.  Users have the unique ability to create a single 
inspection plan, using Verisurf, and execute that plan 
on any measurement device across their manufacturing 
enterprise, including 5-axis CMMs.  The team at Five-
Axis Industries currently use the Renishaw PH20 5-axis 
touch-trigger probe and are considering upgrading their 
primary CMM to the Renishaw REVO 5-axis scanning 
probe, which will enable them to perform continuous 
scanning of complex surfaces for enhanced inspection 
and reverse engineering purposes.  Verisurf software 
seamlessly supports the entire line of Renishaw probe 
heads and is currently one of only a few companies that 
can program and run the REVO 5-axis head, including 
two exclusive scan patterns developed by Verisurf.  

MAINTAINING DIGITAL CONTINUITY 
WITH THE FLEXIBILITY TO CHOOSE

Change is the only constant in manufacturing, and this 
applies directly to Five-Axis Industries.  In recent years 
the company’s commercial customer base has grown 
to include more high-stress applications associated 
with aerospace and spaceflight in particular.  And while 
still a dominant supplier in high-performance marine 
applications, the company continues to support the 
Ellstrom racing team, which has shifted from the water 
to the desert, building and racing modified pro turbo 
UTVs in one of nature’s harshest environments. As you 
might have guessed, Ellstrom Racing is consistently a top-
5 finisher in a field that averages more than 100 starters.  

Though the business has expanded and shifted a bit, 
the design build process has remained constant. The 
company is dedicated to a model-based environment that 
maintains digital continuity from beginning to end, with 
the CAD model serving as the design, manufacturing, 
and quality inspection authority.  “While Mastercam is 
our preferred CAD/CAM platform, Verisurf software 
verifies every part we build and is our final say on quality,” 
Erick Ellstrom.

   
Additional Exclusive REVO 5-Axis Scan Patterns Available with Verisurf Software.

Standard Renishaw REVO 5-Axis Scan Patterns.

The exclusive Verisurf 5-axis pocket scan type is particularly useful when it comes 
to inspecting orthogrids and other weigh reduction techniques used in aerospace 

manufacturing.

Five-Axis Industries specializes in making difficult to manufacture parts from hard 
metals, including titanium and stainless alloys.
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- regardless of measurement hardware device, everyone 
uses the same software.     “Verisurf is so easy to use; we all 
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shaped parts are easier and more accurately machined 
using 5-axis technology.  This is due to continuous 5-axis 
movement which produces better results on contoured or 
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Oregon
(503) 997-0320

Northern California
510-249-1000

LX 2500 Series Turning Center
Built in Motor Spindle
3.2” Bar Capacity
Live Tooling Turret
Servo Tailstock
Fanuc 15” Screen
10” Chuck

EX 2000 Series Turning Center
Built in Motor Spindle
2.5” Bar Capacity
Sub-Spindle (Servo Tailstock)
Live Tooling Turret
Fanuc 15” Screen
8” & 6” Chuck

LOOKING FOR A 
BETTER SOLUTION?

Oregon
(503) 997-0320

Northern California
510-249-1000

Oregon
(503) 997-0320

Northern California
510-249-1000
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QUALITY IS IMPORTANT - WE LOVE OUR PRODUCTS, 
BUT WE NEVER WANT TO SEE THEM AGAIN.

GARNER PRODUCTS INC.

Garner Products designs, manufactures, and sells 
equipment that delivers complete, permanent, 
and verifiable data elimination. Their products 

ensure your data is unrecoverable. Founded more than 60 
years ago, they serve customers from every industry in 120 
countries around the world. Today Garner products are used 
by data centers, governments, hospitals, and offices who want 
to secure their data.  Garner provides time-tested solutions 
for permanent data security of working and nonworking hard 
drives, magnetic tape, and solid-state media. From design 
and engineering to production and worldwide shipping, 
everything is produced at their Roseville , Ca. headquarters.

The company started out in 1959 as a recording studio by 
Bob Stofan called Audiolab Electronics, Inc. Bob’s son Ron 
and Ron’s wife Michelle own and manage the company now. 
Their son Justin manages the machine shop. 

Bob’s love of radio started early, listening to WW2 on his 
short-wave radio from his childhood home in New Jersey. 
He later joined the Airforce setting up radio stations and 
radio communications during the Korean War. “Dad was 
proud of what he was doing during Korea,” chuckles Ron 
Stofan, president and CEO of Garner Products Inc. “He 
was especially proud that the importance of his job meant 
he got his own Jeep. As an enlisted man that was a big deal.” 
Bob was a sound engineer at Sacramento’s channel 10 TV 
station before becoming chief engineer for KRAK Hercules 
broadcasting company. Media companies needed to have 
an easy and effective way to erase the cue tone on broadcast 
tape cartridges “carts”, so he began manufacturing degaussing 
machines.

A broadcast cart is a continuous loop of tape wound 
inside a cartridge with a “beep” recorded on a separate track 
indicating the beginning of the recording. That beep is a cue 
tone. When the machine recognizes the beep, it stops, and 
it is at the beginning of the recording cycle. The DJ hits play 
and “Go See Cal” commercial would come on all queued up. 
Before new content could be recorded you needed to get rid 
of the cue tone. The only way to do that is by demagnetizing 
the tape in a processed called degaussing. “Degaussing 
leaves the magnetic field in a random state with no readable 
data,” explains Ron. “We manufactured and sold degaussing 
machines to the broadcast companies. Video followed radio, 
diskettes came along and so forth. It was similar technology, 
but harder to erase the data because the tape was larger 
with a higher coercivity, requiring a stronger magnetic field 
to remove the recordings. Basically, in a perfect world If the 
coercivity is 500 you need to have gauss strength larger than 
501 to overcome it.”

Current technology degausser alongside the original TB-1B circa late 50s.

Garner Products is in the business of data 
destruction. Degausssing destroys the data and 

physical destruction damages the hard drive. This 
wedge has 10,000 pounds of force behind it and 

will taco a hard drive once it has been degaussed.
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will taco a hard drive once it has been degaussed.
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Top Left - This acme shaft was the reason Garner added CNC turning. 
Top Right - The Hyundai Wia CNC 150A with bar feeder runs only 6 part numbers, 
but each one of them is critical to the trouble free operation of their products. 

Right & Right Middle- Garner Products has three YCM NXV 1020A mills and two 
Fadals. The Fadal 3020 has a 4th axis. Bottom Right - A sampling of internally 
produced parts shows the variety of shapes and materials used in their data 

destruction devices.

One of Audiolab’sfirst products was the TD-1B. It was sold 
to the radio stations to degauss tapes in the 350 coercivity 
range and cost $77. Coercivity for current data storage 
solutions is around 5000. “Our top-of-the-line NSA Listed 
TS-1XT unit has been evaluated by the NSA and sanctioned 
to erase top secret data.  It produces approximately 20,000 
gauss,” describes Vice President Michelle Stofan. “There are 
only 12 other products in the world that hold that kind of 
certification. The TS-1XT operates like a camera flash where 
the energy is stored up and then released in a burst.” 

Backin 1959, the original TD-1B was mostly manufactured 
on site. They wound the coils, filled it with tar, machined 
parts, and assembled everything. “Only the box and label 
were outsourced back in the day,” details Ron. “That is still 
our practice now.” Having control of the process has always 
been important to Garner Products. Their level of vertical 
integration gives them flexibility and adaptability to better 
serve their customers. Garner Products got their first CNC 
machine back in 2003, a remanufactured Fadal 4020. “Our first 
Fadal is still out there running,” touts machine shop manager 
Justin Stofan. “It’s machine #1 and has a 4th axis table on it 
now.” “We had manual machines from nearly the beginning,” 
adds Ron. “But as a small company I get really excited about 
getting new equipment that makes all our lives and products 
better.” “He isn’t kidding,” jokes Michelle. “Ask him about how 
much he loves the cherry picker and forklift. The forklift was 
almost on our family Christmas card that year.” “She’s right,” 
smiles Ron. “Improving processes or capabilities on anything 

bigger and more interesting than the floor jack is awesome.”
The shop consists of a Flow water jet, a Hyundai WIA 

L 150A lathe, Fadal 3020 and 4020 mills, three YCM NXV 
1020A mills, Shop Sabre router, and multiple Raise 3D 
printers. “About ten years ago we had an issue with a vendor 
that really changed the way we do business,” details Ron. “We 
had a new product failure on a Thursday and by Friday I was 
on my way to a large data center in Ireland to investigate. It 
shouldn’t have failed, after all the successful testing it made 
us really ask the question why.” At that time Garner Products 
didn’t have a CNC lathe, so any part that needed turning was 
outsourced. “Our design calls for a specific hardness of the 
materials and all throughout testing that material was used,” 
explains Michelle. “Unbeknownst to us the vendor used a 
softer material than what was spec’d, and the main shaft was 
deforming. We had products go out all over the world and we 
were going crazy trying to figure out why we had a failure. As a 
small family run business, we are really proud of our products 
and how they are made.” 

“We love all our products,” adds Ron, “But we never want 
to see them again after they’ve been shipped to customers. 
This was a big deal that we had a failure. Quality is everything, 
national security agencies rely on our products to perform 
and keep America’s data safe by destroying it. Once the vendor 
fessed up to the materials being out of spec, we knew we had 
to bring it all in-house. Within a few weeks we purchased 
a Hyundai Wia CNC 150 with a bar feeder from Clancy 
Machine. John met with us, we explained what it is we needed 
to manufacture, and he made the recommendation. We had 
zero experience with CNC turning, it was a big jump for us, 
but a required one.”

Quality isn’t necessarily measured in microns at Garner 
Products, but their quality is measured by the NRTL test 
UL CE labs and by customers like the NSA. Ron’s found 
over the years that their products respond best by having a 
tighter tolerance then a loose one. So, although microns don’t 
come into play, they operate at about the same level as most 
aerospace shops when it comes to +/- on the gauge. Garner’s 
products are designed for one thing: destroying your data. 

They manufacture essentially two types of physical 
destruction devices. One is for solid state drives, and one is for 

magnetic drives. Both end up with the drive either broken into 
a taco shape or have 90 spikes driven through it. Both require 
tremendous amount of force coming from a small footprint. 
“We produce 10,000 pounds of downward force without the 
use of hydraulics,” explains Justin. “It all comes from that shaft 
we talked about earlier. Our products are tabletop size, so it is 
no easy task.” 

People tend to think of hard drives as delicate. We’ve all 
had one go bad in our computer and “lost” that data. They 
are actually very resilient. One of Garner Products’ long-time 
customers does the exact opposite of them. “Our customer is 
in the business of recovering data,” explains Ron. “I’m talking 
airline crashes, space shuttle disasters and 911 terror attacks. 
They can recover data from the worst-case disasters, but 
they use our products to ensure once they recovered what 
they needed that the hard drive is destroyed, and the data is 
no longer recoverable. Think about that for a minute, think 
about the responsibility we have to our customers to provide 
a quality product. Our quality starts at design, goes through 
manufacturing, and all the way through to delivery and 
support. We don’t take those responsibilities lightly.”

“What we do here is tangible,” concludes Michelle. “These 
are products that impact people’s lives. Our products are 
essential to national security, essential to your daily life. It is 
really rewarding. Looking back and sharing these memories 
with you is a tremendous sense of pride for us. You don’t 
always remember the old milestones and pizza parties, and it 
isn’t often we get to tell a story about Ron’s dad listening to the 
war on his short-wave radio. But that is who we are. We really 
are still a family run business, but one whose products have a 
global impact.”Justin Stofan, Ron Stofan and Michelle Stofan.

Garner Products manufactures brackets, coils, frames, plastic bezels, PVC holders, PVC tubes, gate pins, wire up all the electronics, make harnesses, and so forth. They 
even custom cut and make the shipping containers and shoot product photos and videos ensuring quality every step of the way.
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printers. “About ten years ago we had an issue with a vendor 
that really changed the way we do business,” details Ron. “We 
had a new product failure on a Thursday and by Friday I was 
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tremendous amount of force coming from a small footprint. 
“We produce 10,000 pounds of downward force without the 
use of hydraulics,” explains Justin. “It all comes from that shaft 
we talked about earlier. Our products are tabletop size, so it is 
no easy task.” 

People tend to think of hard drives as delicate. We’ve all 
had one go bad in our computer and “lost” that data. They 
are actually very resilient. One of Garner Products’ long-time 
customers does the exact opposite of them. “Our customer is 
in the business of recovering data,” explains Ron. “I’m talking 
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are products that impact people’s lives. Our products are 
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isn’t often we get to tell a story about Ron’s dad listening to the 
war on his short-wave radio. But that is who we are. We really 
are still a family run business, but one whose products have a 
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HS&S Machine Tool and Metrology, Inc.
408.980.8909 – john@hsands.com

HS&S is the original Distributor for MicroVu since 1999 
Sales and Service offices in No. California, So. California and Nevada 

MicroVu

VF7- Field Of View
Measurement System

SOL- Manual Video
Comparator system 

Vertex and Excel Fully Automated, Multi-sensor 
Vision Measuring Systems (17 sizes available)

Why do we have over 1000 machines in use in California?  

Get a demo!
and find out
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Call your local ZEISS Distributor for More information.

ZEISS DuraMax 
-20” x 20” x 20” Meas Envelope   
-Full Scanning
-Designed for your 
  Shop Floor or your QA Lab
-PC and CALYPSO Software 
  included 
-Installation.
-Calibration
-Training

All this for under $60,000!!!

 ZEISS DuraMax Scanning 
  CMM Starting at $60,000

Northern California & NV
Precision Tool
Frank Black
408-774-1274
fblack@pretool.com

Oregon, Washington
Western Metrology
Tom Zitzelberger
503-559-5255
tom.zitzelberger@westernmet.com

ID, MT, WY
King Machine
George Cobb
208-345-9600
george@kingmach.com

AZ, UT, CO, NM
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com

Southern Californa
Total Quality Systems
Todd Johnson
602-228-3863
todd@tqscorp.com
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CNC West - What are you most excited about seeing 
here at Westec and what excites you most in your own 
booth?

Todd Johnson - It is great to be back at a show for sure. 
So much has changed since the last time we were here, 
but it is exciting to see and talk to people again. By the 
looks of it hand held scanners are pretty popular this year. 
And walking around you see a lot of the larger booths are 
geared towards quality. No surprise since quality has been 
important since the dawn of time, but we are seeing a lot of 
new tech to speed up the processes. I feel PMI is where the 
industry is headed in the future. Basically, PMI is embedding 
things like the GD&T directly into the CAD model. All 
the dimensions are part of the CAD model, but PMI isnt 
just limited to GD&T. Lots of different data can be part of 
the PMI from surface finishes to proprietary/legal notices 
and material specs. So if we are just talking about having 
the GD&T as the PMI, all the information associated with 
a print is now embedded. By embedding the GD&T into 
the CAD model the programming is 80% done when you 

bring it. Boeing and all the big aerospace companies 
are already pushing this and even smaller shops are having 
to adapt. This is a huge time saver. Something that might 
have taken you 4 hours to program before can be done in 
half hour or so.

The other wave of tech is CT scanning. Lawrence 
Stricklan is the CT manager for Zeiss and can explain it 
a little. “The ZEISS METROTOM 1 is basically an x-ray 
machine that can measure your part inside and out without 
tearing it apart,” explains Lawrence. “In the old days if we 
wanted to measure your phone we would have to tear 
it apart to do so. That sometimes could actually destroy 
details you were trying to find out. With the METROTOM 
1 you basically put the part in the machine and it will scan 
it with an x-ray and you can measure the components 
that you want to.” “This is the way the future is heading in 
my opinion,” continues Todd. “This technology is still in 
its infancy, but 10 years from now we will see a lot of this 
technology. The METROTOM 1 takes up very little space 
in the QC lab, is easy to use and is precise.”

WESTEC Q&A
With Todd Johnson of Total 
Quality Systems - Exclusive 

Distributor for Zeiss in 
Southern California and the 

Four Corner States

2021 Westec has come and gone, but for many it was the first major industry get together in 
almost two years. Everyone we spoke with was pleased to be face to face with partners, 
clients and potential new customers. The masks could hardly contain the big smiles 

from seeing old friends and making new ones. Quality was at the forefront of the show, with booth after booth 
offering software, measurement devises or both. Lots of vendors were showcasing hand held devices and 
touches scanning features. There were big CMM’s, small CMM’s and anything your quality lab or shop floor 
could desire. We hit up a couple of the most respected names in quality to get a quick take on how their show 
was going and what they had in their booths. We spoke with: Todd Johnson of Total Quality Systems - Ex-
clusive Distributor for Zeiss in Southern California and the Four Corner States, Devon King - Regional Sales 
Manager & Jeff Seliga - Marketing Manager Renishaw Inc., and Ingo Helmel - West Coast Sales Manager & 
Art Whistler - Vice President of Sales and Marketing Helmel Engineering Products Inc.
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CNC West - How is it being back at a trade show?
Ingo Helmel - Exciting to get back out on the show 

circuit after two years off. Great seeing existing customers 
and after a day and a half here we’ve already generated some 
good leads. I’m looking forward to the rest of the event.

Art Whistler - I was at the Eastec show before coming 
here and it was like crawling out from under a rock. It was 
old home week seeing everyone in the business.

CNC West - Tell me a little about the company and what 
you brought with you to Westec.

Ingo Helmel - All we do is CMM machines. Our large 
machine is 6’x10’ but the one we have on display here at 
Westec is 8”x12”.  We design and build everything at our 
factory and headquarters in Niagara Falls, New York. We 

are the only remaining American independent manufacture 
of moving bridge CMMs. Vertical integration is key for us 
from design right down to manufacturing and assembly. All 
our machines are mechanical bearings, while most of the 
competitors are using an air system.

Art Whistler - We brought with us the shop floor ready 
PHOENIX 216-142 that features a Renishaw probe and 
the popular and powerful CMM Manager software. The 
Renishaw head is the only true 5 axis head on the market 
and something not all the CMM manufacturers offer as an 
option. This is a great system to exhibit at a trade show. It 
is a small footprint machine, but doesn’t lack any features, 
and really showcases everything we have to offer.

WESTEC Q&A
Ingo Helmel - West Coast 

Sales Manager &
Art Whistler - Vice President 

of Sales and Marketing 
Helmel Engineering

Products Inc.CNC West - What’s it like being back in person after a 
long time between shows. 

Jeff Seliga - Face to face will never go away and is a 
part of our marketing arsenal. It’s good to get out and see 
customers and colleagues and grow our brand on the west 
coast.

Devon King - It is great to be back at Westec. 
Collaboration with people I haven’t seen in a long time is so 
nice. Getting in front of people from partners, customers 
and potential customers is fantastic. Plus we have the 
Equator™ 500 gauging system in our booth to show off.

CNC West - Well the next question is perfect then. 
What’s in the Renishaw booth that people really need to 
check out?

Devon King - Our Renishaw Equator™ 500 gauging 
system is one of the highlights this year in the booth. It is a 

shop floor gauge aimed at larger parts like an engine casings 
or differential housings. It’s meant to go right out on the 
shop floor next to the machine tool. The Equator™ 500 has 
500mm in X and Y and up to 400mm in Z. The platform 
can handle parts over 200lbs. It is a bump up in size from 
our 300 series and has all the same features and accuracy. 

We are also excited about the continued evolution of 
our REVO platform. Right now it is a 5 in 1 measurement 
system and growing. The 5 axis REVO 2 head does all the 
quick work while the 3 axis CMM rolls along at a reasonable 
speed. The removable probe system means you can go from 
one form of measurement to the next without changing 
machines and moving your part. So for example surface 
finish measurement and dimensional inspection can all be 
done from the same machine. It is a huge time saver, but 
also increases accuracy and repeatability.

WESTEC Q&A
With Devon King -

Regional Sales Manager 
& Jeff Seliga - Marketing 
Manager Renishaw Inc. 
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Make hands-on 
learning easier
Learn how the nation’s largest accredited 
community college trains students in modern 
CAD/CAM skills so they are more competitive 
as they enter the workforce.

Visit autode.sk/college

Autodesk and the Autodesk logo are registered trademarks or trademarks 
of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and/or affiliates in the USA and/or 
other countries. © 2021 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Precision Tools

Online Ordering Information
www.mitutoyotoolsales.com

818 833 7777

Comparators

Height Gages

Profi lometers

Hardness Testers

Bore Gage 4”-5”

Bore Gage 1.6”-2”

PRECISION   REPEATABILITY   PREFORMANCE
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By: Tim Paul
Tim.Paul@Autodesk.com
@OneEarTim
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Should tool grinding, manual 
machining and G-Code still be 
required learning to be a CNC 
Machinist?

Is just-in-time learning our future?
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As a machinist, I ask, do we really need to 
teach tool grinding, manual machining, 

trigonometry, and G-Code to produce 
productive machinists? When I started my 
education journey in machining as a freshman 
in high school, the very first thing I learned even 
before making chips was how to grind a turning 
tool from a high-speed steel blank. Before I 
was able to sign up for G-Code classes at 
Sierra College, I was supposed to learn 
Trigonometry. Today? I can’t grind a 
respectable turning tool, calculate 
the side length of a triangle, or write 
more than the simplest of G-Code 
programs without referencing a 
machineries handbook or G-Code 
manual. But I’m still capable 
of being a very productive and 
innovative machinist.   

The successful machinist of today 
and tomorrow is a flexible learner 

and a problem solver. To teach and 
promote these skills, we need to create a class 
environment that is less focused on following 
prescriptive steps and more focused on using 
resources to solve problems. I completely agree 
that there are many great lessons learned from 
grinding a tool or seeing and feeling how the 
chips are formed on a manual machine. I also 
won’t argue against the value of knowing 

trig and being able to write G-Code programs 
by hand. But, in the limited amount of time 
teachers have with students and the reality 
of decreasing enrollment, learning material 
should be modern, engaging, and focused on 
teaching general machining knowledge, process 

planning, measuring, and 
problem solving.       

Ma n y 

mechanical 
engineering 
s t u d e n t s 
get l ittle 
h a n d s -
o n  t i m e 
m a k i n g 
things and 

s o l v i n g 
t a n g i b l e 

p r o b l e m s 
while also facing 

highly theoretical, 
math intensive studies 

with several semesters of advanced 
calculus. This builds the perception that 
mechanical engineers are always working 
towards a computationally intensive career. 
I won’t make any arguments that advanced 
calculus isn’t needed for many mechanical 

Over the last century, American industry was built on innovation and manufacturing. But 
over the last 25 years, I believe we’ve lost our edge. Innovation in American manufacturing 

thrived while being pushed forward by the fledgling automotive industry, the defense and 
aerospace race, and most recently the tech boom. There are many indicators of a promising 
future for American manufacturing but there are equally as many concerning realities of unfilled 
jobs and predictions of a growing skills gap.    

Forbes predicts the future of American manufacturing will provide more growth than we saw in 
the tech sector over the past 20 years. In March of this year, Reuters reported manufacturing 

activity soaring to its highest level in more than 37 years. As encouraging as these reports 
may seem, Deloitte and the Manufacturing Institute project as many as 2.1 million American 
manufacturing jobs going unfilled by 2030 due to a manufacturing skills gap, costing the U.S. 
economy as much as $1 trillion in 2030 alone. How do we reconcile promising activity today 
with worrying predictions of the future? If we are willing to adapt and change what we teach 
and how we teach it when it comes to manufacturing, I believe we can ensure a bright future. 
Here are two areas that need to change. 
1. What We Teach

Why manufacturing education needs to change
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CAM system has refined the whole machining 
process down to just the essentials. If we 
really understand what the CAM system is 
asking (Depth of Cut? Threads per inch?), 
we are machinists. And if we come across an 
input field in our CAM system that we don’t 
understand, it’s an opportunity to explore 
and learn.” I’ve mentored and taught a lot 
of machinists throughout my 20+ years in 
the industry, most of that time I’ve been 
saying the same thing as Mark in a much less 
eloquent and organized way. Mark’s point 
aligns to my belief that we need to be teaching 
students how to be resourceful learners and 
problem solvers over process followers with 
deep specific knowledge of what we try to 
anticipate they will face in an ever-advancing 
industry. 

It’s time to rethink what general or 
basic knowledge of our trade is. 

We have limited insight into 
what challenges the future 
generations of manufacturing 
professionals will face in the 
future, so why are we still 
following teaching practices 
of the past 80 years?   
Closing thoughts

Until recently, I was 
incredibly insecure 

and hesitant to share my 
struggles through primary 
and secondary school. If it 
wasn’t shop class or a very select 
few other classes like art class, I had 
a terrible time focusing and completing 
my work. Basically, if I wasn’t interested in 
it, or didn’t see a direct reason for learning 
something, I didn’t have the attention span to 
learn it. Until I got into my working life and 
post-secondary school, I often felt completely 
hopeless in a traditional classroom. Working 
as a clock repair apprentice while in high 
school, I remember feeling for the first time 
that maybe my future wasn’t so bleak. I 
still remember the day my boss Gary said to 
me, “You’re pretty smart,” and wondering 

if he was serious. It was at his shop, The 
Clock Doctor, where I realized I could be a 
productive learner when I learned what I 
needed to know, when I needed to know it. I 
also did well in my post-secondary education 
because I was able to take classes that I was 
interested in with direct links to important 
parts of the industry. 

I left the most fulfilling job I’ve ever had 
– being a machinist making awesome 

space hardware – to come work at Autodesk 
because I wanted to be a part of changing 
our industry for the better. I’ve taken 
several positions at Autodesk, each time 
because I thought I could make a bigger 
positive impact on our industry. I joined 
the education team because I believe this is 

where I can have the biggest long-
term impact on the future 

of our industry.

I share my story 
because I’ve 

heard similar 
anecdotes from 
countless other 
talented and 
productive 
people in the 
manufacturing 

industry. The 
pool of potential 

machinists can be 
wide and deep if we 

are willing to adjust 
what we teach and how 

we teach it. The world has 
changed drastically since the days of WW2 
when the machining education curriculum 
was developed to train the masses. It’s time 
for our industry to change to match a diverse 
and agile manufacturing future. 

In my next article I will explore what we 
can do as an industry to attract more 

people into the manufacturing trades, 
while discussing what we can do to respect, 
preserve, and share experience and tribal 
knowledge throughout the industry.
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engineering positions. I just hate seeing smart 
young people avoid traditional engineering 
degrees because advanced calculus seems 
daunting to them when otherwise they would 
be productive additions to the manufacturing 
industry. 

In hopes of increasing enrollment a n d 
reducing dropout rates for 

students disinterested in 
math focused careers, 
many colleges are 
l o o k i n g  t o  a d d 
m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
engineering degrees 
with more hands-
on manufacturing 
f o c u s e d  w o r k 
a n d  p r o b l e m -
solving challenges. 
Manufacturing engineers 
can fill a big void in helping our 
industry progress towards becoming more 
efficient and modern manufacturing leaders. 
Manufacturing engineering programs are a 
great addition that will increase enrollment 
and decrease dropout rates in engineering 
programs while also providing technical leaders 
for American manufacturing. 
2. How We Teach

In June I hosted a two-day Fusion 360 
CAM Summit webinar for educators and 

commercial customer from all over America. In 
addition to deep dive CAM geek sessions, the 
webinar focused on the future of manufacturing 
education, diversity in manufacturing, and 
the skills gap our industry is facing. Along 
with nearly two hundred attendees, we had 
several great guests for opening and closing 
conversations including Carl Bass (former 
Autodesk CEO) and Mark Terryberry (well-
known for his “Haas tip of the day” videos). All 
our guests had great perspectives to share in 
group discussions, but Carl and Mark had some 
interesting insights in line with how I believe we 
should be teaching machining differently than 
we have in the past. 

When I asked Carl Bass if he had any 
thoughts on how people will learn 

machining in the future he said, “I think 
we will see more examples of just-in-time 
learning.” Carl went on to explain that he’s 
observed a major change in how people 
learn everything by having access to learning 
anything they need to know in that moment. 

At the time I thought Carl had a moment of 
genius and invented a new term, “just-in-

time learning” by playing on the well-
known Toyota principle, just-in-time 
manufacturing. Carl has more than 
his share of genius moments, but 
“just-in-time learning” wasn’t one of 
them. After some research I found the 

“Just-in-time learning” concept has 
been around since at least the late 90’s.

Just-in-time learning is different from 
traditional structured training or 

professional development and shouldn’t be 
confused with just-in-time teaching (JiTT). 
Just-in-time learning provides small pieces 
of content in a short time when learner’s 
need specific information. People can absorb 
information more quickly when they need 
to, specifically when they come face-to-face 
with a knowledge gap that is preventing them 
from getting a job done. Having training 
tools that can anticipate a learner’s potential 
knowledge gaps and make the appropriate 
information readily available is the key to 
just-in-time learning. YouTube is a great 
example of how unstructured just-in-time 
learning works every day for millions of people. 
YouTube deserves partial credit for setting an 
expectation in society for easily and freely 
accessing knowledge when it’s needed.  

Mark Terryberry from Haas reinforced 
Carl’s just-in-time perspective. In 

response to my question – “how should 
educators be teaching differently?” – Mark 
said, “CAM should be a day one tool.” 
Mark continued, saying, “Our CAM system 
is a road map to everything that needs 
to be taught for machining. From Work 
Coordinate Systems to Speeds & Feeds, our 
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CAM system has refined the whole machining 
process down to just the essentials. If we 
really understand what the CAM system is 
asking (Depth of Cut? Threads per inch?), 
we are machinists. And if we come across an 
input field in our CAM system that we don’t 
understand, it’s an opportunity to explore 
and learn.” I’ve mentored and taught a lot 
of machinists throughout my 20+ years in 
the industry, most of that time I’ve been 
saying the same thing as Mark in a much less 
eloquent and organized way. Mark’s point 
aligns to my belief that we need to be teaching 
students how to be resourceful learners and 
problem solvers over process followers with 
deep specific knowledge of what we try to 
anticipate they will face in an ever-advancing 
industry. 

It’s time to rethink what general or 
basic knowledge of our trade is. 

We have limited insight into 
what challenges the future 
generations of manufacturing 
professionals will face in the 
future, so why are we still 
following teaching practices 
of the past 80 years?   
Closing thoughts

Until recently, I was 
incredibly insecure 

and hesitant to share my 
struggles through primary 
and secondary school. If it 
wasn’t shop class or a very select 
few other classes like art class, I had 
a terrible time focusing and completing 
my work. Basically, if I wasn’t interested in 
it, or didn’t see a direct reason for learning 
something, I didn’t have the attention span to 
learn it. Until I got into my working life and 
post-secondary school, I often felt completely 
hopeless in a traditional classroom. Working 
as a clock repair apprentice while in high 
school, I remember feeling for the first time 
that maybe my future wasn’t so bleak. I 
still remember the day my boss Gary said to 
me, “You’re pretty smart,” and wondering 

if he was serious. It was at his shop, The 
Clock Doctor, where I realized I could be a 
productive learner when I learned what I 
needed to know, when I needed to know it. I 
also did well in my post-secondary education 
because I was able to take classes that I was 
interested in with direct links to important 
parts of the industry. 

I left the most fulfilling job I’ve ever had 
– being a machinist making awesome 

space hardware – to come work at Autodesk 
because I wanted to be a part of changing 
our industry for the better. I’ve taken 
several positions at Autodesk, each time 
because I thought I could make a bigger 
positive impact on our industry. I joined 
the education team because I believe this is 

where I can have the biggest long-
term impact on the future 

of our industry.

I share my story 
because I’ve 

heard similar 
anecdotes from 
countless other 
talented and 
productive 
people in the 
manufacturing 

industry. The 
pool of potential 

machinists can be 
wide and deep if we 

are willing to adjust 
what we teach and how 

we teach it. The world has 
changed drastically since the days of WW2 
when the machining education curriculum 
was developed to train the masses. It’s time 
for our industry to change to match a diverse 
and agile manufacturing future. 

In my next article I will explore what we 
can do as an industry to attract more 

people into the manufacturing trades, 
while discussing what we can do to respect, 
preserve, and share experience and tribal 
knowledge throughout the industry.
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ness strategies. Those strategies in-
cluded a lean production-on-demand 
approach to manufacturing, implemen-
tation of the industry’s first digitally 
connected Mazak iSMART Factory™, 
an all-encompassing customer support 
program and a unique network of eight 
Technology Centers and five Techni-
cal Centers across North America, 
anchored by a National Technology 
Center in Florence, Kentucky. 

Harry Moser Inducted to 
Association for Manufac-
turing Excellence Hall of 
Fame

    The Association for Manufac-
turing Excellence (AME) inducted 
Harry Moser, president of the Reshor-

Industry News 
The AMT Honors Mazak’s 
Brian Papke for Lifetime 
of Industry Dedication

  Recognized for his lifetime of 
dedication to the advancement of 
the manu-
f a c t u r i n g 
i n d u s -
try, Brian 
Papke, for-
mer chair-
m a n  a n d 
now execu-
tive advisor 
to the Board 
of Mazak Corporation, received the 
prestigious Al Moore Award from 
The Association of Manufacturing 
Technology (AMT) during the recent 
MFG Meeting and MTForecast in 

Denver. Throughout his career, Papke 
has promoted, supported and expanded 
applications of machine tools and 
manufacturing technology in ways that 
have proven instrumental to the suc-
cess of North American manufacturers.

Papke’s long, distinguished career 
in the machine tool industry began after 
his graduation from the University of 
Illinois. He entered the machine tool 
industry in a management training 
program, and then progressed through 
various sales and management posi-
tions, eventually becoming president 
of Mazak. In 2016, after 29 years of 
service with Mazak, he was named 
chairman.

  While at Mazak, Papke sustained 
a pattern of continuous growth and 
improvement for the company through 
the establishment of three core busi-

Boom Aerospace Relies 
on Verisurf Software

“When you 
are designing and

building a supersonic 
commercial aircraft, 
precision and quality 
verifi cation of every 

part is critical.” 
Todd Wyatt

Metrologist, Boom Aerospace www.verisurf.com • 866-340-5551

“Verisurf software works with all 
our measuring devices and CAD 
fi les, and those used by our supply 
chain. Using Verisurf as a common 
measurement platform has improved 
quality and effi ciency in inspection, 
reverse engineering, tool building 
and assembly guidance at Boom.”

See the difference Verisurf can 
make in your shop, with your parts. 
Contact us today.
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ing Initiative®, into the AME Hall of 
Fame during the 2021 AME Interna-
tional Conference. The AME Hall of 
Fame recog-
nizes indus-
try thought 
leaders and 
influencers 
who support 
the values, 
p r inc ip les 
and  p rac -
tices found within leading enterprise 
excellence organizations. The nomina-
tion criteria include the significance 
of an individual’s contributions to the 
growth of enterprise excellence within 
the lean, continuous improvement 
community.

 “Lean/continuous improvement 
are keys to making U.S. manufactur-
ing competitive enough to accelerate 
reshoring,” said Harry Moser. “To 
paraphrase Edwards Deming, Jim 
Womack and John Shook, one needed 
improvement is for companies to stop 
sourcing on the basis of price and 
instead, minimize total cost. I am hon-
ored to join Jim and John in the AME 
Hall of Fame”

 Harry Moser founded the Reshor-
ing Initiative to bring five million 
manufacturing jobs back to the U.S. 
after working for high-end machine 
tool supplier GF AgieCharmilles, start-
ing as president in 1985 and retiring in 
2010 as chairman emeritus. 

Haas Factory Outlet in 
Anaheim Hires Tooling 
and Accessories Manager.

 HFO Anaheim/Machining Time 
Savers, Inc.  announces the hiring of 
Brian Harrigan as their tooling and 
accessories manager for Orange and 
San Diego Counties. In his new role, 
Brian will assist customers and sup-
port HFO’s Haas district managers 
and OEM partners, to create quality 
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Industry News 
solutions optimizing new machine 
purchases and enhance manufacturing 
processes across the board. 

 Brian, a Finance graduate from Cal 
State Northridge, has been working 

in the CNC industry since 2012. As 
regional manager for Chick Workhold-
ing Solutions, he bolstered process 
improvement related to setup changes 
and reduction. Prior to joining Haas 
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Industry News 
Factory Outlet Anaheim, Brian served 
as the West-
ern US sales 
manager for 
Caron En-
gineering. 
He assisted 
to develop 
smart fac-
tories ,  by 
provid ing 
smart man-
ufacturing solutions to reduce cycle 
times, promote unattended operation, 
drive down tooling costs, and minimize 
expensive damage to machines and 
work holding. 

Brian stated, “The mission of this 
new Tooling & Accessory position is 
to support our customers and provide 
a planned tactical response to new 

machine purchases, that require all the 
tools and solutions to ensure immediate 
ROI realized on day 1 of putting the 
machine online.  Every CNC manu-
facturing project is different, requiring 
specific functions that might not be 
available “out of the box.” We have 
partnered with many quality machine 
tool accessory brands, that complement 
and enhance our machine tool offer-
ing.” Brian adds, “I will serve as the 
advocate of our customers and guide 
them through a smooth one-stop-shop 
process of equipping their machine tool 
investment with most optimal ROI.”

Haas Factory Outlet, a Division of 
Machining Time Savers, Inc. is the 
Southern California distributor for 
Haas Automation, Inc.  Haas Automa-
tion manufactures a full line of CNC 
vertical and horizontal machining cen-

ters, CNC lathes, rotary products and 
Haas Tooling and Accessories.

Renishaw Announces 
Expanded CMM Software 
Offering with New Veri-
surf Agreement in North 
America

Renishaw has entered into an agree-
ment with Verisurf Software Inc., al-
lowing companies in North America 
to access Verisurf coordinate measur-
ing machine (CMM) software from 
Renishaw. With an emphasis on the 
popular Verisurf CMM Programming 
and Inspection Suite, this agreement 
enables companies to benefit from 
Renishaw’s advanced inspection tech-
nologies, including the REVO® 5 axis 

MASTER BUILDERS OF AMERICAN
COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINES

SINCE 1973

A CMM FOR A LIFETIME
CHOOSE WISELY

Rigid and Fast 3D Metrology Frames

Range of Renishaw Probe Systems
Basic to the very fast

5-Axis PH20 Probe System with
Infinite Probe Positioning and

Autonomous Head-tap Measuring

Automatic Stylus Changing

Proven GEOMET Software included

CMM Manager Option
CAD Programming Online or Offline

Best Support in the Industry

CMMs from 8"x12" to 6'x10'
All made in the USA

Helmel West
2322 North Batavia Street
Unit 105
Orange, CA 92865
714-637-9378
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Industry News 
measuring system and the Equator™ 
flexible gauging system, and the sup-
port networks of both organizations. 

“We have been converting Ren-
ishaw Equator gauging systems into 
CMM Master shopfloor CMMs, and 
supporting the PH10 and SP25 solu-
tions for years, so adding value to the 
PH20 and REVO 5-axis systems was 
a natural progression. We recognize 
the continuing advancement of this 
technology and plan to support other 
REVO sensors,” said Ernie Husted, 
president and CEO of Verisurf Soft-
ware, Inc. 

“At Renishaw, we appreciate the 
continued support of our product line 
by Verisurf.  Fast and easy CMM pro-
gramming along with the value-added 
5-axis Spiral, Edge, and Pocket scan 
types add to our customer promise of 

5-axis efficiency and overall perfor-
mance,” said Denis Zayia, president 
of Renishaw, USA.

Methods Machine Tools 
Set to Acquire Koch Ma-
chine Tool 

 Methods Machine Tools, Inc. has 
signed an agreement with an intent to 
acquire Koch Machine Tool, a machine 
tool dealer and Methods’ avenue into 
the Texas machining market since 
2010. 

Methods anticipates a definitive 
agreement by January 1, 2022. Both 
companies are preparing the proper 
structure and closing out final transac-
tions to make the transition smooth for 
all employees and customers. Acqui-
sition talks began when Mike Koch, 

president of Koch Machine Tool, a 40+ 
year machine tool veteran, started plan-
ning for retirement and word got out 
that he was looking for the next owner 
of his business. Mark Wright, president 
and CEO of Methods, reached out to 
Mike earlier this year, and the two 
began negotiations. 

    The Koch offices in Dallas and 
Houston will gradually become Meth-
ods’ facilities, and Mike Koch has 
agreed to become a co-general manag-
er of these locations. He is expected to 
remain in this position for about three 
years to help facilitate the acquisition. 
Methods will announce the other co-
general manager at a later date. 

“Mike and his father constructed 
one the best machine tool dealers on a 
foundation of hard work, honest deal-
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ings, great service, and support. Mike 
always takes care of his customers and 
is true to his word,” Wright said. “Mike 
built a great team, and we think there 
is room to seriously grow the market. 
Koch has tremendous knowledge of 
machining and the Houston and Dal-
las markets. We’re excited to see what 
the combination of Koch’s mindset 
and our expert technicians can do for 
the machining industry across Texas.” 

NSH USA Announces New 
Manufacturing Technol-
ogy Center

 NSH USA Corporation (formerly 
Simmons Machine Tool Corporation) 
recently purchased the land and build-
ings at 47 Broadway in Albany, NY, for 
the construction of a new manufactur-

ing technology center. This property, 
which is located next to NSH USA’s 
headquarters, will support the expan-
sion of the company’s current manu-
facturing footprint and accommodate 
the Niles Technical Application Center 
(NTAC).

 Niles-Simmons designs and manu-
factures advanced precision CNC 
machining centers. Housing the NTAC 
in the new facility allows NSH USA 
to work closely with customers on 
manufacturing process development, 
training and software development.  
The new facility will also contain a 
Niles-Simmons N30 MC turn-mill 
machining center as well as other 
demonstration machines from the NSH 
Group’s members.

 “The time is right for this expansion 
and investment by NSH USA and the 

NSH Group. Our machines have been 
manufactured in Albany for over a 
century. This facility will leverage our 
company’s core skill sets for the benefit 
of an expanded set of industries and 
deliver world class technical service 
support for Niles-Simmons custom-
ers in North America and potentially 
beyond,” said David William Davis, 
NSH USA President and COO.

 
Walter Establishes Solid 
Carbide Drill Manufactur-
ing Facility

 Walter USA, LLC has announced 
that Walter will assume governance of 
the round tool production unit in Greer, 
SC, through an intra-company transfer 
within the Sandvik Group to strengthen 

• Nikon’s world-renowned zoom optical 
system features low distortion, wide FOV, 
with precise edge detection and pattern 
recognition.

• Easy and accurate measurements optimized 
for 2D and 3D parts

• Multi-sensor with standard vision, laser 
autofocus, and touch probe

• Various stage sizes and accessories available 
to help fit any application

Automated Multi-Sensor 
Video Measuring System
High accuracy, speed, and repeatability

sales.nm-us@nikon.com
www.nikonmetrology.com
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www.mitutoyotoolsales.com

Hardness TesterHeight GagesIndicatorsData CollectorsMicrometersCalipers

PRECISION   REPEATABILITY   PREFORMANCE
818 833 7777

Precision Tools

Industry News 
its manufacturing presence in the U.S.

“The addition of manufacturing 
capacity underscores Walter’s com-
mitment to the U.S. market and sup-
ports the long-term growth strategy 
for the company in North America. 
Having a dedicated production facil-
ity in the U.S. will enable Walter to 
provide both better responsiveness to 
customer demand as well as improve 
supply chain security,” said a company 
spokesperson. The transfer is expected 
to be complete during Q2 2022.

The round tool manufacturing fa-
cility in Greer, SC, already produces 
Walter Titex brand solid carbide drills 
for Walter. Solid round tools are a sig-
nificant part of the product portfolio 
for Walter in North America, and the 
production capacity will be fully com-
mitted to Walter’s production during 
2022. Both standard and special Walter 
Titex solid carbide drill products will 
be manufactured at the location. 

BIG KAISER Changes 
Name to BIG DAISHOWA

 BIG KAISER Precision Tooling 
Inc. is excited to share important 
news concerning the name of its com-
pany. BIG KAISER Precision Tool-
ing Inc. will change its name to BIG 
DAISHOWA Inc., effective January 
1, 2022.

“BIG DAISHOWA is a global lead-
er of tooling systems, and we have been 
a member of the BIG DAISHOWA 
group of companies for many years,” 

said Jack Burley, president & COO. 
“The name change is a natural evolu-
tion in this relationship. Being known 
as BIG DAISHOWA in North America 
will strengthen our corporate presence 
on a global scale.

“Our customers won’t notice any 
change in our business day-to-day,” 
Burley said. “They will receive the 
same superior products, personal 
support and performance guarantee 
we’ve been delivering for more than 
30 years.”

The name change will not impact 
operations, product lines, staff, dis-
tribution or licensing agreements in 
North America. The company will con-
tinue to offer the same high-precision 
tool holders, cutting and boring tools, 
workholding, tool measurement sys-
tems and accessories manufactured in 
Japan, Europe and the United States. 
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Industry News 
Koma Precision, Inc., and 
Sulli Tool & Supply, Inc., 
Have Entered Exclusive 
Agreement.

Sulli Tool & Supply Inc., will 
promote and support Koma Preci-

sion, Inc., in the Southern California 
and Arizona market places and will 
advance sales, marketing support, and 
continue to provide excellent customer 
service to our Southern West Coast 
customers. 

Mike Sullivan and Sulli Tool bring 

to the table over thirty years of experi-
ence in providing solutions and support 
to manufacturing companies. In 2009, 
Mike decided to form his own com-
pany in order to bring new products 
and services to his customer base and 
work more directly with the people that 
have always depended on him for help 
and assistance.

Sulli Tool is based in Southern Cali-
fornia and is a manufacturers’

representation firm that special-
izes in providing high-end machine 
tool accessory solutions and helping 
original equipment manufacturers, 
machine tool dealers, industrial sup-
ply companies and end users manage 
their workholding, live tooling, part 
accumulation, as well as ensure clean 
and safe employee work environments. 
With a variety of products and services 
such as off-the-shelf quality products, 
engineered solutions, and excellent 
support, Sulli Tool offers their services 
to several companies from around the 
world.

At Sulli Tool & Supply, they have 
designed the appropriate solutions to 
meet your manufacturing needs and 
concerns and you will find working 
with Sulli Tool & Supply, in conjunc-
tion with Koma Preision, Inc., to be a 
highly professional and very account-
able partnership.  
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Quieter, cleaner waterjet cutting with 
BARTON HYDROBLOC®  
Superbrick
HYDROBLOC Superbrick’s 
unique construction makes all  
the difference. Its laminated  
high-density polyethylene layers  
are welded and strategically  
screwed together for unrivaled durability. The flat, even 
surface provides full material support to keep smaller 
parts from falling into the tank, while the honeycomb 
design drains water away to minimize splashback.
GET A PERFORMANCE UPGRADE WITH HYDROBLOC
Learn more at barton.com/hydrobloc

BARTON INTERNATIONAL USA/Canada 800-741-7756 
518-798-5462 • info@barton.com • barton.com • store.barton.com 

The BARTON logo and our brands are registered 
trademarks of BARTON Mines Corporation. 

New Products
New Swiss-Style Machine 
Series
—Mazak

  Mazak further expanded its ma-
chine tool technology portfolio with 
the debut of an all-new line of SYN-
CREX Swiss-style machines at the 
company’s Discover 2021 event. The 
SYNCREX models feature seven, 
eight and nine-axis configurations and 
are optimized for high-production of 
small parts.

These new Swiss-type machines use 
a collet plus single-motor ball spline 
drive for heightened accuracy and 
reduced material waste. A 10,000 rpm 
spindle and a variable vibrating system 
ensure the utmost in stable, repeatable 
performance.

Mazak’s SYNCREX machines ac-
commodate a maximum of 35 tools 
in a standard configuration: 22 static 
and 13 live. An exclusively designed 
automated tool setter checks, measures 
and sets up tools.

Mazak reports a unique high-rigidi-
ty base casting creates greater stability, 
reduced vibration and thermal distor-
tion. A twin-screen system with built-in 
AutoDesk software helps further speed 
part setups and production.

Intuitive Control for 
Improved Productivity
—Milltronics

 The 9000-DGI Series control 
features 120 GB disk storage, 4 GB 
memory, up to 10x better graphic per-
formance, mid-travel tactile keys and 
an enlarged 15" LCD touchscreen. It 
is a Windows-based platform and of-
fers all the user-friendly features that 
Milltronics CNC controls are known 
for, such as the G-code visualization 
screen.

 Features that allow quick opera-
tion of the CNC include solid model 
graphics allow the operator to see a 
completed part prior to cutting. A mid 
program restart and a handwheel run 
that allows the operator to run a pro-
gram in a controlled mode where mo-
tion only occurs while the handwheel 
is turning.  

The new precision JS1118CNC Tool Room Lathe with the new Acu-rite TURNPWR is ideal for the 
Tool-Room and Model Shop.  The onboard contouring control enables you to program conventional 

machining operations right at the machine in an easy-to- use conversational language. 
The dual Handwheels allow easy set up and positioning like a manual machine.

The 5C Collet Spindle is equipped with class 7 spindle bearings and the nose is precision ground to 
achieve better than .0001” T.I.R on both the collet seat and quick-change chuck taper

The Bedway is crafted from a rugged alloy tool steel that has 
been heat treated and ground to resist distortion for long 
lasting accuracy. Additionally, the Turcite coated bearing 

surface has been enlarged so the carriage covers the entire 
width of the bedway.

Hardened and precision ground
Spindle ID and OD to .00005” 

We also have HLV-H Hardinge
CNC Conversion kits

Contact us: 
HS&S Machine Tool
409.980.8909
info@hsands.com
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  DYNAMIC
  EASY TO USE 
  CUSTOMIZABLE
  EXCELLENT REPORTING CAPABILITIES

OUR LATEST SOFTWARE IS BEST-IN-CLASS:

ROBUST AND 
EFFICIENT

C RELIABLE RESULTS ON
THE SHOP FLOOR

HIGH RESOLUTION
SCALE

SERVICE AND
SUPPORT

INTRODUCING OUR COMPLETE SOFTWARE SOLUTION

The all-new GT series have been designed to meet the high accuracy 
requirements of gear measuring with effortless precision. It is the 
most modern software on the market offering a common platform 
for both gear metrology and traditional inspection.

Wenzel America, Ltd.
28700 Beck Rd. Wixom
sales@wenzelamerica.com
Phone: (248) 295-4300
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GET A FREE CATALOG OR POSTER

1-949-457-1913     sales@cmms.com     cmms.com

Same-Day & Overnight Shipping

Unconditionally Guaranteed

Custom Designs Welcome

ISO 9001:2015 Certified 

Proudly USA Made

SAME-DAY
STYLI

New Products
Mazak SYNCREX machines sport 

the new MAZATROL SmoothSt CNC 
that features Mazak’s Swiss Setup 
Assist (MSSA) for fast and easy job 
setups along with Mazak Turning 
Chip Control (MTCC) functionality. 
The control’s soft key PLC functions 
include those for tool touch off, part 
cut off, retract point and start position. 
MAZATROL SmoothSt also allows 
for synchronous control, rigid tapping 
with all spindles and cross and front 
simultaneous machining.

 
Two Dial Indicator Stands 
With 220 lb. Capacity 
Released
—BIG Kaiser

 BIG KAISER  introduced the 
heavy-duty MU-VZ and SU-VZ dial 
indicator stands for precise, stable 
positioning of inspection devices. Both 
types have 220-pound (100 kg.) capac-
ity magnets, rotate 360 degrees and can 
use DGH 3 or 4 adaptors. 

The SU Type has a length of 235mm 
and rubber bellows. The larger MU 
Type is 360mm in length and has a 
reinforced ball joint with a large col-
lar. Both use serrated washers instead 
of flat washers to reduce slippage and 
increase stability of the center joint. 

A singular star grip locks and re-
leases quickly for flexible positioning 
of the dial gage. The mechanical ten-
sioning technique employed produces 
a very high clamping force, which 
enables the repetition of highly ac-

curate measurements. Manufacturing 
tolerances are extremely tight and 
high-quality materials result in practi-
cally no wear. 

New PJ 303X 5-Axis Ma-
chining Center
—Mitsui Seiki

  Mitsui Seiki’s new PJ 303X 5-axis 
machining center provides maximum 
precision and versatility in processing 
of workpieces up to  9” x 11” , and  44 
lbs. in weight. Typical applications 
cover an extensive range of critical 
parts such as lens molds, medical 
products, EDM electrodes and fuel cell 
components. 

The machine’s X-, Y-, and Z-axis 
travels are 11.8”, 12.8”, 7.9”  respec-

tively. A-axis rotation is +40˚ to -100˚, 
and the C-axis rotates a full 360˚. 
High-speed linear motors move the X-, 
Y- and Z-axes, while the rotary axes 
employ direct-drive motors. Rapid 
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ELIMINATE MIST AND
SMOKE IN YOUR SHOP

With more than 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries
worldwide, the Royal Filtermist is the metalworking industry’s
leading mist collector.

• Continuous high-efficiency – even in high-pressure applications
that produce sub-micron sized particles.

• Low cost, simple installation, and minimal maintenance requirements.

• Clean, healthy shop air helps attract and retain top talent.

www.mistcollectors.com

Exclusive Risk-Free

PERFORMANCE

Guarantee
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New Products
traverse speed for the X-, Y-, and Z-
axes is 66 ft/min.

A 50,000-rpm, HSK-E25 taper 
spindle offers high-speed machining 
capability. An automatic tool changer 
engineered to store up to 24 tools as 
large as 1.57” in diameter and  4.7”in 
length provides tooling versatility. 

To maximize precision, the sliding 
machine surfaces of the PJ 303X are 
hand-scraped. Advanced spindle ther-
mal displacement technology is stan-
dard, including a symmetrical gantry 
column structure that accommodates 
thermal deformation fluctuations and 
a thermal compensation mechanism 
for the machine spindle/head. 

Operator-friendly features further 
enhance precision, including a  15” 
color display with touch panel capa-

bility than can be moved to the most 
convenient position relative to the 
work envelope. The machine’s double-
stage rotary door provides wide access 
for visibility and setup. 

The PJ 303X consumes a compact 
15.75’  x  7.77’  x  8.7’ (W x L x H) of 
floor space, and weighs approximately 
9,900 lbs.

Version 2022 Launched
—GibbsCAM 

    Cambrio  announces the new 
release GibbsCAM 2022.  The latest 
release includes a number of CAD 
enhancements for solid and surface 
modelling which include the ability to 
extrude multiple bodies with taper, and 

to create surfaces as a stitched body 
directly from closed 2D geometry. 

In addition, users can automatically 
create trimmed planar surfaces in any 
orientation at geometry depth instead 
of the CS plane. Further developments 
include new alignment capabilities 
which allow straight edges of solid 
bodies to be easily aligned with the 
working coordinate system in prepara-
tion for machining, and a new sectional 
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stddme.com/shop-floor

Standard Time®

Barcoding on the 
shop floor?

I’ll show you how!

New Products
view slicing plane.  

 Among the multiple CAM ad-
ditions within GibbsCAM 2022, a 
number of usability enhancements 
have been included such as automated 
multi-shape predrilling, and extended 
control for start / end points of profil-
ing toolpaths. 

 5-axis enhancements include a 
new rotary machining strategy to 
cut parts with cylindrical or conical 
floors such as feed screws or augers. 
Advanced control of the tool includes 
off-centerline roughing, and front or 
back engagement of the tool point with 
automatic corner offset. New 5-axis 
deburring enhancements include the 
ability to generate multiple cuts to 
approximate a chamfer or fillet on an 
edge beyond traditional edge breaks. 
It is also possible to use cylindrical or 

conical tools for chamfering by select-
ing a specific contact point to keep a 
straight tool section. Toolpath quality 
is also improved for 5-axis Geodesic 
operations. Other 5-axis updates in-
clude automatic tilting for collision 
avoidance for arc leads, the ability to 
select automatic tilt limits or set a fixed 
tilt angle relative to a selected surface 
normal.

Long Mill Holders with 
Smart Damper Vibration 
Control
—BIG Kaiser

 BIG KAISER has expanded its 
lineup of Smart Damper-equipped, 
arbor-style face mill holders. This 
holder is the largest and longest milling 

tool BIG KAISER has offered yet. It 
supports face mills with diameters of 
3”, 4”, 80 mm or 100 mm with an arbor 
pilot diameter of either 1” or 27 mm.

“The Model SDF57 assembly has 
an outside diameter of 2.83 in. and al-
lows users of 3 in. face mills to access 
up to 19.68 in. of reach, the longest tool 
assembly in the industry using standard 

For quotes Carlos@jcrindustries.com
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Bryan Crawford
1847 Elmfield Ave.
Long Beach, CA, 90815
562-597-7824 cell: 562-243-4659
becrawford@mindspring.com

SMART wire Technology 
for AgieCharmilles CUT P 
Series
—GF Machining Solutions  

 GF Machining Solutions show-
cased the lat-
est innovations 
in  e lec t r ica l 
discharge ma-
chining (EDM) 
at its booth at 
EMO Hannover 
2019, including 
SMART wire 
which lever-
ages radio fre-
quency identifi-
cation (RFID) technology for Industry 

4.0-level process control. 
Thanks to SMART wire’s monitor-

ing capabilities, the machine operator 
always knows how much wire is avail-
able for the current job. The moment 
a spool of SMART wire is installed, 
the CUT P machine recognizes the 
available length of wire and provides 
the operator with peace of mind that 
there will be enough wire on the spool 
to complete cutting operations without 
interruptions.

At the same time, wire traceability 
is enhanced with SMART wire’s ability 
to provide information such as date of 
manufacture, type, lot and expiration 
date, which is transmitted via RFID to 
the machine report.   

 GF Machining Solutions customer 
services offers a wide range of SMART 
wires to help optimize machine perfor-
mance and improve process continuity 
and traceability.

Dynamic Production Ma-
chine with Small Footprint
—DMG MORI

 As the successor of the MILLTAP 
700 (with more than 3,000 machines 
installed), the DMP 70, by DMG 
MORI, is designed to offer maximum 
productivity in the smallest space. 
With a footprint of 46.28 sq. ft., it is 
10% smaller than the MILLTAP 700. 
Travel paths of 27” x 16” x 15” and the 

New Products

credit@vfsfunding.com |  www.vfsfunding.com

Quick Approvals on New  
and Used Machines
Application Only Financing for  
up to $500,000
7-Year Financing Available
Simple Interest Loans Available

GET PRE-APPROVED NOW

APPLY TODAY!

New Products
components,” said a company spokes-
person. “Face milling components used 
in construction equipment, aerospace 
and oil/gas industries will see the most 
opportunity for this toolholder with vi-
bration dampening, where long reaches 
are common.”

Big Kaiser reports Smart Damper 
enables quiet, vibration-free milling, 
even in long-projection assemblies. 
The integral design of Smart Damper 
shortens the distance from the damping 
mechanism to the cutting edge. This 
produces higher damping effects to the 
tool assembly, minimizing chatter or 
vibration for better surface finishes and 
improved metal removal rates.

The Smart Damper face mill holder 

is available for BBT50, BCV50 and
HSK-A100 shank styles.
 

High Feed Milling Sys-
tems for Difficult-to-Ma-
chine Materials
—Seco Tools

 Seco Tools offers a high feed cutter 
and insert series in size 14.

It is designed to increase tool life 
and maximize the value of every edge 
in stainless steels, titanium and super-
alloys milling applications. The High 
Feed Square Cut size 14 milling system 
is suited for tough materials and comes 
in a full range of Seco Tools grades 

engineered to achieve fully secure and 
optimized high feed milling.

“The single-sided straight edge 
insert geometries allow users to push 
their high feed milling speeds to new 
limits,” said a company spokesperson. 
“Ensuring high feed per tooth whether 
ramping, pocketing, plunging or 
performing face or copy milling, this 
solution creates great chip evacuation 
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Contract First Article
Inspection Service

Quality dimensional inspection performed
using coordinate measuring machines and

non-contact video equipment.
DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION LABS 

(510)744-4100
 

WWW. D-I-L.COM. 

Pneumatic Hydraulic Distributor
TOKYO KEIKI   YUKEN

NACHI    DAIKIN   TOYO OKI    
REXROTH-UCHIDA  SUMITOMO.

TEL: 714-630-9111
SALES@PACIFICMACHINE.COM

It's easy to say your tooling 
solves problems .  
It's harder to 
prove it.   
We prove it 
every day.

Platinum Tooling AD5667 (H) Color 1/4 pg CNC West 2018

Stuck on a tough tooling challenge? Let us help.
Heimatec isn’t just a world leader in live tools, angle heads 
and multi-spindle drill heads; we’re your source for problem 
solving and tooling application expertise.  
With years of hands-on experience and the most innovative 
tooling, we are your TOTAL solution source.   

16 E. Piper Lane, Ste.128
Prospect Heights, IL

847-749-0633
info@platinumtooling.com

www.platinumtooling.com

Platinum Tooling is now the exclusive importer 
of Heimatec products in North America.

New Products
and makes it easier to handle difficult 
machining operations or milling in 
deep cavities.

Launch of  “Industrial 
Statistics”
—Quality Engineering 
Management

Quality Engineering Management 
announces the Launch of a New Hy-
brid Product – “Industrial Statistics.” 
Or Reverse SPC (R SPC - Reverse 
Statistical Process Control), specifi-
cally designed to define and control 
the manufacturing process, using the 
process mapping technique and en-
suring that the quality is maintained 

throughout the process. 
Transformational Quality Manage-

ment system consists of Industrial 
Statistics that is the R SPC software 
program and the Process mapping 
technique. Process mapping concen-
trates on maintaining the Contractual 
requirements and the Industrial Sta-
tistics Software that is R SPC Soft-
ware program maintains the quality 
attributes during the manufacturing 
process, thus maintaining a total bal-
ance of the system to deliver quality 
products to the customers every time 
on a timely manner.

In this post-pandemic era where the 
world has turned digital, the company 
reports this is a cost effective, efficient 

and time saving hybrid program.
“After several years of research and 

study of the manufacturing process and 
attending many classes on Statistical 
Process Control and taking the Green 
Belt program, I was not convinced that 
the statistical approach is the right way 
to manage and control the manufactur-
ing process especially the mechanical 
parts and assemblies,” says Bob Mat-
thew, the founder, and the owner of this 
Industrial Statistics System.

During the research, a computer 
program has created, namely a math-
ematical Bell Curve, created similar to 
the statistical bell curve and obtained 
the US patent – “Solid Model of Statis-
tical Process Control”. The advantage 
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CINCINNATI MILLS
We have the repair parts and 

accessories to keep them going.
Complete Machines Too!!

INDUSTRIAL SURPLUS MACHINERY
Cincinnatirepairparts.com
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MADE IN THE USA

Automation that Pays for Itself 
- Boost Throughput

- Protect Parts
- Save Labor

Small Conveyors
Accumulators

Uni-Mate®
 

®

Conveyors

No-hassle quotes - call us today

with this program is that it starts with a 
contract and collects critical data from 
the contract and associated documents 
with the help of the R SPC software 
program. Manufacturers follow basic 
instructions per process map in order 
to use this system to program their Ma-
chines. Follow the basic procedures to 
setup the machine and run the machine 
to make the part(s). Operator should 
inspect the part(s) from the production 
run, feed the results into the R SPC 
software, that instantly displays the 
X-bar and R-Chart and the frequency 
distribution Chart, that tells all the 
quality details about that part. This 
Chart is available for the management 
as well as the Customers for their 

review to understand the health of the 
quality attributes of the product. 

          Matthew states, “This is an 
ideal system in this post pandemic era 
that helps to facilitate the manufactur-
ing process to make it more efficient, 
accurate, and reliable in order to meet 
the customer’s expectations”.  

New Flexible Pallet Tower 
(FPT)  for CNC Milling 
Machines
—Fastems

Fastems LLC has announced the 
launch of their Flexible Pallet Tower 
(FPT), a compact pallet automation 

solution for a single CNC milling 
machine with 300 to 630 mm pallets. 
FPT integrates with any machine with 
a wide library of ready-made machine 
tool interfaces and multiplies the 
machine tool utilization up by cutting 
down setup times and enabling lights-
out manufacturing. The plug-and-play 
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automation system also shortens the 
lead times and allows for higher part 
mix with smaller unit costs, no matter 
the production batch sizes.

  Fastems FPT is compatible with 
any machine tool brand, and it inte-
grates with milling machines whether 
or not they have automatic pallet 
changers. In addition, the system foot-
print is extremely compact: FPT-500 
for 300-500mm pallets requires only 
100 square feet, and FPT-1000 for 500-
630mm pallets requires 175 square 
feet. Instead of having a fixed storage, 
like most of the comparable units, FPT 
can work with different load heights 
and pallet sizes with a configurable 
pallet storage that can store up to 24 
pallets in two to four levels.

The first FPT-500 for 300-500mm 
pallets will be delivered to the first 

customer in February 2022, and the 
FPT-1000 for 500-630mm will launch 
in late spring of 2022. These solutions 
can be delivered within 16 weeks of 
order placement. The FPT completes 
the Fastems pallet automation offering 
for smaller pallets and even tightest 
shopfloor fitment requirements.

FPT is controlled by the completely 
new version of Fastems Manufacturing 
Management Software (MMS). MMS 
offers a single-view user interface with 
drag-and-drop production scheduling 
and allows bringing new workpieces 
into the system in under 60 seconds. 
The system automatically tracks and 
reports the key performance indicators 
in real time. With the plug-and-play 
installation and fast to learn use, FPT 
brings immediate automation benefits 
to the shop floor.  

Wohlhaupter 465 (464) 
Fine Boring Heads Now 
Available
—Allied Machine and En-
gineering

Allied Machine and Engineering  
announces the expansion of Wohl-
haupter boring tools offered with 
the launch of the 465 (464) series of 
fine boring heads. These internally 
balanced fine boring heads include 
3ETECH digital adjustment as well 
as analog vernier scale adjustment. 
One 3ETECH digital readout can be 
used on multiple adaptable 3ETECH  
boring head tools including VarioBore, 
538 (537) large diameter cassettes, 465 
(464) fine boring heads and custom 
tooling solutions. 

The new 465 (464) fine boring 

Learn more about the Status Pro T430 Cube System
HS&S Machine Tool and Metrology
john@hsands.com 408.980.8909

It does all this!
• Self-levelling
• Self-calibrating (yes, you heard right… SELF CALIBRATING)
• Sweep laser is accurate to 1µm per meter
• Excellent solution for machine linear guide alignment
• Measures: Straightness, level, flatness parallelism and 

perpendicularity,
• Excellent solution for alignment of Traveling Column Machines, 

Portal Machines, all Lathes and all Machining Centers up to 6 Axis 

“The Cube” is a game changer… 
It does what yours can’t do! 
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Rancho Santa Margarita, CA

Join our Manufacturing Team! 
Full-time opportunities for 
CNC Maintenance Technician

1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts available. 
Direct hire with benefits. Computer skills 
are a plus. Must read, understand, and 
speak English.

If you are interested in a career at 
Applied Medical in Manufacturing, 
please contact us at 
Recruiting@appliedmedical.com 
or call us at 1(800) 840-1890

New Products

•	 15-	3/4”	RAM	Stroke
•	 Fast	-	Min.	26	IPM	Approach
•	 Up	to	52	IPM	Return
•	 Machinined	Surfaces
•	 Build	Special	Machines	on	Request
•	 LUX	Presses	to	400-ton		“C	FRAME”	

Presses	from	25	-	300	ton

Howards Machinery
         714-856-2089

(NEW) STENHOJ
             “ Flexipress”
                        25-200 Ton

Dealer
Inquiries
Wecome

heads have a full diameter range 
of 1.968” – 8.070”  with the light-
weight aluminum Alu-Line boring 
heads ranging from 2.559” – 8.070” 
. Featuring the standard Wohlhaupter 

MVS connection, these boring heads 
provide the capability to adapt to any 
machine.  With the digital diameter 
adjustment located externally rather 
than internally,Allied reports  maxi-
mum coolant pressure can be utilized, 
and there is no concern about damag-
ing digital components inside the tool 
during operation. 

In high production settings Allied 
reports that the customer will only need 
one 3ETECH module for all adapt-
able heads, which reduces machining 
costs. With the internal self-balancing 
mechanism, the tool remains stable 
throughout the tooling process and 
achieves tight tolerances and optimal 
surface finishes. 

Debut of New 2022 Re-
lease
—Verisurf  
 Verisurf Software, Inc. debuted its 
new 2022 release  at WESTEC 2021, 
Long Beach Convention & Entertain-
ment Center, Booth 937. Verisurf 
2022 is the latest release of the popu-
lar universal measurement software 
for automated quality inspection and 
reporting, scanning, reverse engi-
neering, and tool building. The new 
release builds on Verisurf’s advance-
ments in performance, including 
the ability to process millions of 
measured points per second; fast and 
easy inspection planning; and open 

Want Your Product
Seen by Our Readers?

Contact us for a Media kit
sarnold@cnc-west.com
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Q-PLUS Labs, Irvine, CA
949.380.7758  sales@qpluslabs.com

Est.1987

qpluslabs.com

FOR YOUR PRODUCT’S PERFECTION

SERVICES PRODUCTS

DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
SERVICES & PRODUCTS

• Dimensional Inspection
• Reverse Engineering
• 3D Scanning
• CT Scanning
• Calibration
• On-Site Measurement
• Part Sorting
• Training & Consulting

• Multi-Sensor Vision Systems
• 3D Scanners
• CMMs & Portable CMMs
• Optical Comparators
• Form & Roundness Systems
• Surface Roughness Analyzers
• Metrology Software
• Custom Gages & Fixtures

We Buy & Sell Metal Working Machinery 

714-892-9800
We 

Offer
Consignments 

Trade In's
Financing

& 
Freight

 

New Products
platform compatibility, whether in 
the quality lab, on the shop floor, or 
in the field.

One of the new features included 
in the release, Model-Based Defini-
tion (MBD) for meshes, enables users 
to create intelligent polygonal meshes 
for part inspection. MBD mesh files 
can now serve as the authority, in place 
of a CAD model, to inspect additive 
manufactured parts, saving consider-
able time and resources. Verisurf is 
the only measurement software built 
on a CAD platform that works with 
any CAD file and all portable arms, 
laser trackers, laser scanners, and both 
manual and programmable CMMs. 

“At Verisurf, we are actively in-
volved with our customers, listening to 
their feedback and helping them solve 
measurement challenges. This interac-
tion is what drives our ongoing devel-
opment of the Verisurf open platform, 
making us the single most diverse and 
powerful software to drive all mea-
surement and inspection applications 
across the manufacturing enterprise,” 
said Ernie Husted, President, and CEO, 
of Verisurf Software, Inc.

Verisurf 2022 has many new and 
powerful features to support all mea-
surement types, including portable, 
laser scanning, manual and program-
mable CMM applications.  

New MRS Angular 
Encoder Modules
—HEIDENHAIN

 HEIDENHAIN’s new MRS en-
coder module series for robot arms has 
been expanded and is now available 
with redesigned embedded bearings to 
better withstand outside tilting forces.  
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New Products

10-SECOND
COLLET CHANGES 

Exclusive Risk-Free

PERFORMANCE

Guarantee

Proudly 
Made 
in U.S.A. 

PLUS......
Ultra-Precision Accuracy – 0.0002" TIR

Superior Grip Force Over Jaw Chucks

Widest Gripping Range – 0.062"

Most Compact Chucks in the Industry

Exclusive Bolt & Go™ Mounting Advantage

In-Stock for Same-Day Shipping

www.colletchucks.com

RP_CC_Ad_MTW_746.qxp_Postcard  12/22/17  7:25 AM  Page 1

This new compact and all-inclusive 
design also significantly simplifies the 
installation process.   

The new MRS 2280 and 2281 en-
coder modules have been specifically 
designed for use in tilting and rotary 
axes with high tilting rigidity bearings, 
making them ideal for measuring arms 
and measuring robots.  Overall, the 
MRS 2200 series provides options with 
an easily mountable ultra-compact 
design, system accuracy of ±10”, and 
tilt resistance of up to 52 Nm/mrad tilt 
resistance.

 Such as with HEIDENHAIN’s 
other angle encoder modules, each of 
the new MRP 2200 encoder modules 
consist of a high accuracy angle encod-
er and robust embedded bearings that 
form one compact module. Because the 
bearing and encoder components are 

already ideally aligned and adjusted, 
builders can forego having to make 
those typical complex adjustments.

New High-Feed Milling 
Series with
Larger Depth of Cut Capa-
bilities
—Kyocera

 Kyocera Precision Tools introduces 
a new expansion to their most versatile 
indexable high-feed milling line. The 
MFH-MAX provides excellent chip 
removal performance in various ap-
plications, including automotive parts, 
difficult-to-cut materials, and mold 
machining. With the ability to take on 
deeper depths of cut (max. 0.098” / 
2.5mm), the MFH-MAX wastes little 

time getting to work and reduces the 
number of passes needed to machine 
the workpiece. The MFH-MAX also 
supports various milling operations 
including shouldering, slotting, heli-
cal milling, and ramping applications.

After the previous success of the 
MFH-RAPTOR, MFH-Mini, and 
MFH-Micro, Kyocera’s introduction 
of the MFH-MAX provides a new al-
ternative to conventional 90° end mills 
when roughing to medium-finishing. 

The MFH-MAX utilizes economi-

Pacific Swiss & Manufacturing, Inc.

Multi-Axis CNC Swiss
Turning
CNC Swiss Micro
Machining

CNC Swiss Minature Machining

CNC Swiss Turning

CNC Swiss Micro Machining
Shown above: Micro machined parts 

with table salt

Pacific Swiss & Mfg., Inc.
503-557-9407

15423 S.E. Piazza Ave., Clackamas, OR 97015  
sales@pacificswissmfg.com * www.pacificswissmfg.com

Part Sizes .005” Dia. To 1-1/4” Diam with 9 Axis of Machining Capability

1995,
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cal, 4-edge, double-sided inserts 
with a unique convex cutting edge 
design. These inserts are available in 
PR15-series PVD insert grades with 
Kyocera’s proprietary MEGACOAT 
NANO coating technology and a wear 
resistant CVD grade to cover a wide 
range of materials from steel, stainless, 
cast iron, and difficult-to-cut-materials.

 

Small, Versatile and Fast 
GP4 Robot
—Yasakawa

 The GP4 robot is equipped with a 
4 kg payload for high-volume, small 
component processing. Offering axis 
speeds up to 1,000 degrees/s and fast 
acceleration/deceleration control for 
all robot positions. It is engineered to 
provide agile operations for a wide 
range of applications.  

The GP4 offers a wide work area 
for its size, making it a viable 6-axis 

alternative to SCARA-style robots 
typically used in the electronics and 
small parcel sortation industries. The 
GP4 features a 1,008 mm vertical 
reach, 550 mm horizontal reach and 
±0.01 mm repeatability.

A compact footprint and slim body 
design minimize interference with 
peripheral devices.  An IP67 rating 
and easy-to-clean surface facilitate use 

22343 La Palma Ave #117 Yorba Linda CA 92887

FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1968, SERVING WESTERN STATES

ARN Machine Tool Rebuilding INC

Tel 714-692-7647            E Mail armtsinc@aol.com

Machine Tool Repair, Service, Rebuild & Modi�cations

Custom Machines, Tools & Fixtures Build To Your Needs

For Details see Website www.arnrebuild.com

New Products

Free Design Consults    
MiteeBite.com   800-543-3580     WORKHOLDING SPECIALISTS

Mitee-Bite 
Connects  
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Machine
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Tool Steel 
Connecting Rods

High Performance 
3,000 HP  

Diesel Engines 

10K Holding Force

in sanitary or harsh environments. A 
single cable is all that is needed to con-
nect the manipulator to the controller. 
An optional location (bottom) for the 
manipular cable connection reduces 
interference with walls.

The smallest robot in the GP-series 

product line, the GP4 is compatible 
with the YRC1000 controller or the 
compact YRC1000micro controller 
and utilizes a lightweight standard 
teach pendant with intuitive program-
ming.
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Portable, perfect for 
unattended parts handling.
Ask for a quote.  

 1-800-586-4585

sales@mini-mover.com

MINI-MOVER CONVEYORS

AUTOMATION CONVEYORS & ACCUMULATORS

MADE IN USA

Replace your 
Bridgeport-type head
w/ a brand new  
Trouble Free Inverter Drive 
E-mill™ Head   3HP/5HP
1PH or 3PH  220/440V

Replace milling head procedure,
https://tinyurl.com/replacehead

Link to milling machine head & parts,
https://tinyurl.com/e-millhead

info@aceronline.net | CA 714-871-5558

Edge, FMB, Iemca, 
LNS, MTA and SMW / ATS

Bryan Crawford
1847 Elmfield Ave.
Long Beach, CA, 90815
562-597-7824 cell: 562-243-4659
becrawford@mindspring.com

Price Varies with 
Material Costs

Renishaw Inc
1001 Wesemann Drive 
West Dundee,  IL  60118
Tel: (847) 286-9953  Fax (847) 286-9974
www.renishaw.com 

Martyn Frost
Regional Sales Manager/West
Cell (847) 323-7071
Email: Martyn.frost@renishaw.com
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Pro Business Valuations, LLC
Business Valuation - Machinery & Equipment Appraisal - Business Sale Consulting

Grant E. Estep, MBA, ASA (MTS), MCMEA, BCA
Senior Appraiser / Principal

4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 500, Marina del Rey, CA  90292
Tel: (800) 991-6523 \ (310) 606-2699
Grant@probusinessvaluations.com - www.probusinessvaluations.com
An industrial enterprise valuation & heavy machinery appraiser 
Specializing in manufacturing, machining and metal product fabrication 

Contact us for details:  
408.472.2436 

john@hsands.com

Doesn’t just look like a Hardinge… 
it feels like a Hardinge

HS&S Machine Tools, Inc.
- John Servin -

Insertable
Form Tool
Systems

David K. Baird
Territory Manager

Schwanog LLC
1301 Bowes Road, Ste. A 
Elgin, IL 60123
Cell:     224.575.3197  
Phone: 847.289.1055 HQ 
Fax:     847.289.1056 HQ
david.baird@schwanog.com 
www.schwanog.com

Specializing in Machine Shops
Over 350 Systems Sold

ORANGE COAST
INDUSTRIES

ORANGE COAST
INDUSTRIES

Ron Hextell
714-478-1776
Ronh644@sbcglobal.net

Ron Hextell
714-478-1776
Ronh644@sbcglobal.net

We ONLY sell and install
Fire Suppression Systems
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...Hotline Continued From Page 8
Manufacturing Technology Lab 
Completes $14 Million Series A 
Funding

Machina Labs announced in late November 
that it had closed a Series A financing round 
worth $14 million.

The Chatsworth, CA. company that applies 
artificial intelligence and robotics to manu-
facturing will use the money to grow its team 
and to expand its research and development 
and manufacturing capacity.

Machina Labs has raised a total of $16.3 
million in financing.

Edward Mehr, chief executive and co-found-
er, said that manufacturing must be rein-
vented to keep pace with changes in a highly 
competitive market.

The company said that its manufacturing 
platform combines advances in robotics and 
artificial intelligence to democratize access 
to rapid manufacturing so that anyone with an 
idea can make parts quickly, efficiently and 
cost-effectively, Mehr said in a statement.

Founded in 2019, Machina Labs has done pi-
lot programs with NASA and the U.S. Air Force 
and is now working on commercial engagements. 
It has begun work with NASA on using its 
technology for in-space manufacturing while 
with the Air Force its technology is accel-
erating the development of composite molds 
and the production of parts in applications 
such as drones.

GA-ASI Has New Air Force Proj-
ect

 The U.S. Air Force has selected two San 
Diego companies to design and develop an 
aircraft it calls Off-Board Sensing Station, 
or OBSS.

Poway-based General Atomics Aeronautical 
Systems Inc. announced on Nov. 2 that it 
received a $17.8 million research and de-
velopment award from the Air Force Research 
Laboratory. Its announcement was accompa-
nied by a photo of its jet-powered Predator 
C aircraft.

Kratos Defense & Security Solutions Inc.  
based in Scripps Ranch, announced in late 
October that is received a similar contract, 
worth $17.7 million, to conduct R&D related 
to an OBSS aircraft.

The Air Force lab is developing what it 
calls an open architecture concept Autono-
mous Collaborative Platform (ACP) to achieve 
its goals of rapid time-to-market and low 
acquisition cost.

Both contracts are for 12 months. The Air 

Force has options to extend either contract. 
Options would provide for the design, develop-
ment and flight demonstration of an aircraft, 
and carry work out to January 2024. 

Voyager Space and Space Micro 
Inc. Announce Strategic Agree-
ment 

  Denver based Voyager Space Inc. (Voyager) 
announced its intent to acquire a majority 
stake in San Diego-based Space Micro. Space 
Micro is a highly innovative engineering-driven 
business focused on advancing high-performance 
satellite communications, digital, and electro-
optical systems with over 2.7 million hours of 
space flight heritage. Space Micro developed the 
world’s highest data rate Laser Communications 
Terminal in orbit. As part of the agreement, 
Voyager intends to provide strategic operations 
support to help advance Space Micro’s technology 
throughput to civil, commercial, and defense 
customers.

 Founded in 2002, Space Micro delivers best-
in-class satellite technology to the growing 
commercial market. Space Micro delivered its 
first computer and image-processing subsystem 
in space within the first four years as an or-
ganization, then went on to develop its first 
advanced Software Defined Radios for NASA’s 
Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS), 
Lunar Atmosphere Dust and Environment Explorer 
(LADEE), and The Transiting Exoplanet Survey 
Satellite (TESS).  

Aerospace Robotics Market Worth 
$4.9 Billion by 2026  
   According to a research report “Aerospace 
Robotics Market Robot Type  Global Forecast 
to 2026”, published by MarketsandMarkets™, 
the Aerospace Robotics Market is estimated at 
USD 2.9 billion in 2021 and is projected to 
reach USD 4.9 billion by 2026, at a CAGR of 
11.4% from 2021 to 2026. The aerospace robot-
ics market is growing at a significant rate 
across the world, and a similar trend is ex-
pected to be observed during the forecast pe-
riod. Increase in global aircraft demand and 
manufacturing, increasing use of robots for 
efficient aircraft production processes, grow-
ing use of robotics to handle aircraft orders 
backlog, increasing manual labor cost are 
fueling the growth of the aerospace robotics 

market.
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Flipping parts to 
machine another side 

in a 3x process can 
result in inaccuracies. 5x 
eliminates by machining 

up to five sides in a 
single setup.

INCREASE ACCURACY

1

While 5x can result in 
shorter cycle times and 
more accurate parts, 
the biggest benefit is 

reduced set-ups.

Increase efficiency

4

5x allows shorter tools, 
so they are more 

rigid, reduce chatter 
and improve accuracy 
and finish. Can also 
maximize best angle 

for cutting tool.

BETTER PART 
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2

5-Axis will result in 
decreased production 

time (mostly due to 
reduced set-up), which 

means shorter 
lead times.

DECREASE LEAD TIMES

5

If you have 5x you can 
increase what you can 
offer your customers – 
meaning more market 
share and getting jobs 
not possible without 

a 5x machine.

Increase shop 
capabilities
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to 5-Axis Machining

by Michael Cope
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It’s your move!  
What’s in your shop?

For over 60 years, manufacturers have trusted ACU-RITE to help them enhance 

their machining capabilities. Backed by HEIDENHAIN’s constant innovation and 

made in America, our high-quality, easy-to-use digital readouts and CNC  

controls offer versatile ways to boost productivity and increase accuracy.

Digital Readout Systems  |  Precision Linear Encoders  |  Milling and Turning Controls 

333 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg, IL 60173  |  (847) 490-1191

Visit www.acu-rite.com
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